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Lively Scene Between Competing College Teams Witnessed by Thousands.
Philadelphia, Pa., April 2S. Franklin Field, the great athletic campus
ot the University cf Pennsylvania,
Mill be the scene of one of the greatest and most interesting human speed
contests ever held in this country- - It
the day of the twelfth unnual relay
races of the University of Pennsylvania, which has brougiht fleet footed
athletes from scores of colleges and
minor schools from all parts cf the
country to this city. Fully twelve
hundred athletes will take part in the
relay race, more than have been enThe
tered for the Olympic games.
first race was started at 1:45 this af-- i
ternoon sharp and there are so many
events on the program that it is
doubtful whether It will be possible to
finish all of them by 6 o'clock.
It is estimated that more than one
hundred thousand people are assem-- J
bled on and around Franklin Field
and on the stands surrounding the
field. Today's races
re the real
opening of the athletic year for nearly
all the colleges, universities and
minor schools of the east and west.
The list of athletes entered for the
various events of this afternoon includes representatives of nearly all
the large educational Institutions east
of the Mississippi and some from

j

,

Although every event on the program will have its followers, there
are three events which lead all otners
in Importance.
These are the one-miland the. four-milthe two-milrelay races for the
championship
of America.
These
three events will be run off In the
last hour cf the afternoon. It is in
these races principally that the east
and the west will battle for supremacy.
Eastern adhletes have been nettled
for years because the western cracks
have defeated them so consistently,
race. For
specially in the four-mi!three in succession, the University of
'Michigan has carried off the championship in the four-milevent. Not
once has an eastern team been able
to conquer the athletes from the Wolverine State. Yale has tried it for
three years, and the last two yes.rs
runners for
reserved her strongest
the express purprse of downing ttie
Michigan men, but all to no avail.
This year Michigan has again sent a
fine team of runners and it is considered extremely doubtful whether
the eastern athletes will be able to
defeat the Wolverines any easier this
year than In former years.
All the big eastern universities have
entered teams for at least two of the
relay events. Harvard will compete
e
in the
and the two-niilevents: Yale In the two-miland the
four-milraces; Dartmouth in the
e
and
events. Prinee-nand Cornell will compete in the
two and four-milevents, while Syrar
cuse, Georgetown, Columbia and a
colleges will be represented In
only one race each.
For the first
time in the history of the University
of Maine that institution will be represented by a relay team In one of the
races.
The enerU's for the various field
and gymnastic events are also unus
ually numerous and include some of
tho best men In amateur athletics.
Many of the smaller colleges and
minor schools have also sent exceptionally good men for tho various contests and their performances will be
watched with the greatest interest.
e
relay race,
Iast year, in tihe
the runners from Yale. Chicago and
Pennsylvania finUhed within a foot, of
one another, and there is reason to
believe that the contest will bo just
as close this year. The Pennsylvania
relay carnival affords an opiwrtuuity
for the schools and colleges of the
east to meet and settle the question
of supremacy. For some it is their
only opportunity to engage in an
e

e
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RECEIVED

CASE
AIRING TODAY.

Paris, A: vil L'S The herinR of the
divorce ease of Cuntess Castellane.
formerly Miss Anna (lould, against
Count i: ni de Castellane. was opetid
been p st)Mned several
tixiay. 1'
the hearing
t:ni'S, but it - exptx-Ki- l
will no.ei'ivt iuile without further delay.
Tim proceedit'.us today are devoted
preliminary arranih
principally t
ll ;'i the count and coun'ess
tro in town. There is -stil! hope that
ffected bea compromise may b
tween them, but some of the most
frletnls of the countess d uht
litis.
iiu-nt-

1
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ITS OLD TIME ASPECT

Arch Ruins at Palo Alto.
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FRIGHTENED

LEADING PAPERS BUT ONE
HAVE RESUMED NORMAL SIZE
HALF OF SPACE ADVERTISING
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MURDERER ELUDES
PURSUING POSSE.
Portland, Ore., April 28. A telephone message from the Associated
Press correspondent
at Woodburn,
says: "When a search was made ait
daylight of the nursery into which
Smith had escaped, after killing two
members of the posse pursuing bhn.
It was discovered that the man bad
eluded his pursuers.
The posse is
now scouring the country.

AT CAPITAL

Pour Shocks Felt Today Purchase Ordered of Site
People Scared More
For New Department
Than Harmed.
Building.
RAIN

STORM

ON VESUVIUS

IMPORTANT

IF ONLY TRUE

Causes an Avalanche Which Reported Conferees
Have
Ruins Much Property in
Agreed to Restore AriSomma District.
zona and New Mexico.

E

e
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CURIOUS SIDE LIGHT ON THE

USSIAN - JAP WAR
Pai ls, April 2S. A case which has
just been conqludiHl at the Palais de
J
ice, and in which the decision has
bu-reserved, casts a curious bI delight on the
war.
Toward the clo-of 1HH, Russia,
having at length decided to send her
fleetj to tho far east, dispatched the
tiit Miuadrcii by way of the Mediterranean and Suez ciMiil, while other
ships wcte to double the C'a.;:e. In
order to pr unl the
aguiiiH surprise, several fast going
pleasure yachts were chartered with
Instructions to act as scouts and
the W'Sence of siispic'otis crntf
in the Medi?t rranern. ami
n ;.: the ap'. i "ii-heof the canal.
Captain .Maurice l.nir. retired, was
in command of the ilttle flotilla, which
t in prised the Klorentitia, th ILsmer-alc- !
i. and another yacht, deigned t.)
acquire st'.ll greater fame in bearin?
the ill uoitcn f v'nncs of Cf.l'ey and
The-- e
bis in 'si res, t'l"1 Oatarina.
.
a'cl;ts w
!ir d ftotn priva:- a
a! the d:ite ot tj.'nui 1o $7,t
ii-- 1

Kusso-Japaneti-

Uu.-sia- n

sin-i.a- l

estM-ciall-

or

the president's suggestion as to the
use of l' nlted States troops in that
Kate and hied a formal application
for their employment, which was
granted. It is stateil at the war department that this remons any doubt
as to the legality of the use of troops,
but does not change the exis'ins
stut lies.
HACKENSCHMIDT

.wr.-ei:--

month each, and for a period of two
months, which might bo prolonged. If
'he necessity should arise.
M. Tordo, president of the "Yacht
ing Agoncp," played a ba ling part ii
the affalr, nj in onP r that the
yacht niipbt be able to prove, If over-- .
1. 'tilled,
pleasure
that they were
yachts, he helped 10 fill item with ad-- ,
venture-lovinfriends. ;,t, linally ac-- !
cet,id a pasago on board the Klor-- j
entina for his wife and l.iui.-eibraving i.he diuigers of the
1. and,
jios- .m'uIv, of cannon and lorp' iloes.
nee in tin- - Mediti'i anein, the
happy family l,e';;in to ipiairel, and
u
when tV- - ordr was
n
to go
t iiroiiiin the canal, and
r tin; lied
!
th;"lrip,eis" P: y asked to
be put ash le. l'n.:
ivember to
Im liruary.
M and Vi.
'"'.do stuck
Kbjrentina
tiir.ii;.
'o tile
thick and'
'1 i n
Th-win p:' ashore at
Ni'.pie.s, agaittsl t.;(ir w'
it seems.
M
Tordo claims repa;. :i ' from M.
l.oir of sums advanced to in and also
tees due fur a HKintl.V
l

r.

-
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FALL OUT OF MADRALI.
ati l even along t.ie sin
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i!v The lon
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match betww ti d r.t iui districts uf t he
i
II
ini Madrali will take
this eventiiu. E!C. FRISCO BENEFIT
td.tce at the oiympia
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::!-i,c:atitai .0:1 issued l.y tt r in the city dime,
veiling
act as bridesmaids at church
ARE
p,
DEWEY'S
UNHURT
1.1.
;u
,:
('..:
in
peri'ormto.iav
order to ij ;,,.
'm'm.!'i'
He has provided "bridesmaid's
Francisco, Cal.. April IS. Par-te- n Ar or Iu :(ir.:'H.it' tlie t te. In ativ . The how
tided
by
raps," which all those bridesmaids,
walls and drifting dust are not all Mil city the iliy
pertoiu, and $'':" MIS added
ilis:v by up
who come to church without hats,
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Berlin, April 28. Several valleys In
Washington, D. C, April 28. The
Saxony experienced four earthquakes house today continued
consideratoday. No damage was dono but the tion of the agricultural tho
appropriations
Inhabitants are greatly alarmed.
bill. The senate passed the bill providing for tho purchase of land in
BRIDGES, HOUSES AND
Washington as a site for tho building
ROADS ARE DESTROYED
for the departments of state, Justice
Naples, April 28. Another disaster and commerce; and then resumed
has occurred In the Vesuvius region. consideration of the Indian appropriaThroughout tho past night torrents of tion bill.
rain fell accompanied by a heavy gale,
causing an avalanche of mud, sand, MATTERS AFFECTING NEW
ashes and cinders to fall over Somma
MEXICO, PARTICULARLY.
and
destroying Special to The Evening Citizen.
Santa
Anastasi,
bridges, blocking roads, flooding many
Washington. U. C, April 28.
habitations,
interrupting
telegraph
William Alden Smith, of
away
communication, and carrying
Michigan, has introduced two bills to
portions of tho railway. No loss of quiet title, to the Kefuglo colony
life is reported bu the panic is general- - grant, north of El Paso, In tho county
of Dona Aaa, N. M. Congressman
Stephens' bill to permit mining on
EFFECT SETTLEMENT
Indian reservations has been favoraIN DAMAGE SUIT bly reported.
Congressman Stephens of Texas has
introduced a resolution In the house
POW-WOBENG HELD
AT
TO EFFECT COMPROMISE calling on the secretary of the Interior
information as to why certain
IN
DAMAGE SUIT OF ISLETA for
patents to railroad lands In New MexINDIANS VS. SANTA FE RAILico
wero
issued, when mineral locaROAD.
tions previously made thereon were
pending.
Judge A. J. Abbott of Bnnta Fe, atThe statehood conferees have adtorney for the Pueblo Indians in the
the
territory; J. K. Allen, superintendent journed until M nday to
It Is rejKHted that t'hey have
of the local Indian school, together hill.
agreed
to
accept
two states, Oklawith Claim Agents Zimmerman .and
Chaves of the Santa Fe railroad, are homa and Arizona. New Mexico and
being
restored to the bill
expected hack today from laleta where Arizona
they went to effect a compromise of with the first Foraker amendment.
the damage suit pending against the
railroad and brought by tho Isleta In- CONGRESS OF MOTHERS
GOING TO LOS ANGELES.
dians who claim damages to the
Chicago, Hi., April 28. This city
amount of almost $5.00U, for damages
by them in the spring Hood has boon selected
sustained
as the starting
.,
of 19n.-- alleged to have resulted point of the western delgation to the
owing to the Santa Fe's embankments National Congress of Mothers, which
erected to protect their tracks, turn- :.! to meet at I.os Angeles fr,)tn May
ing the water lack Into the village of 7 to .May IK. The delegates began to
destroying several arlve here a few days ago, and they
the Isleta Indians,
of their house.-- , much alfalfa and other; expert t, leave here tonight.
They
crops.
will travel In a
ami will
train
A conference was held yesterday at visit Denver, Colorado Sprlncs, Pike's
in this city, seeking Peik and the Grand Canyon of
the Indian school
a cm;pini!i!.-.e- , but owing to the fact
on their way to I.os AngoieH.
that several of the claimants Inter- Tiiey expect to arrive in hos Angeles
ested, of which there are over a hun- on the morning (f May 7. DdcgaPes
dred, le if,;; in ls'.eta, it was deemed from thirty-sslates will take part
representing the two In. the conference.
bent ly tboi-Mrs. Frederick
Miles, to go to Isleia and hold another Schoff of Philadelphia, the National
leaving
conference, which they did.
of the rongresu. will present
last night.
"Links In Child Protection" as the
The more pr "iiineiit Indians of the subj-cof her annual address.
village are in faor of the com pro- -,
niise, us they no not like the idia of AMERICANS GET FOURTH
the white mm s, way of delaying set- -,
PLACE IN SWIMMING RACE.
tlenientf,. by keeping the matter in
(Inwe. April 2S. In the
Phalaerum.
year,
il
is
and
the coin's year after
te.mi swimming race pulled off nere
though That the compromise will have loday,
were first,
lliintrarians
been 'effected before the return of the (icrniansthesecond.
Knulishmen third
ivi i of the two sides to
repps-ittaand Americans fourth. There were
this city.
men in each taui. No time was
It is understood 'hat the terms of four
Ken.
the coin pi "ti. tse include the paying to
the Indians of a sum, in recompense DOWIE TO HOLD
for the damaiv done their property,
A MEETING AT ZION CITY
amounting to about $:MK', in return
Chicago.
April "S. Howie left today
powwow
if
It.diar.s,
the
for which the
today do'M not for Zion City. Tomorrow he will atbeing held at
miscarry, w.'.i wave a'l rights for dam- tempt to h! il a meeting in the
The building will be open to
ages agal!!-- ! the read.
him but the people have been
by Overseer Voliva to stay
Si.rlter.
M ... April
Sixlter, itwtiy. The tueeiintr will bo a tet of
St. 1U1
lH)ie's strength.
quiet, at t'u
Ari-zon-

prc-ldo-

t
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WAS

POSTMASTtR

-'

Tub-eriitcl- e.

W. A. WALKER IN

CITY AFTER
NINE YEARS' ABSENCE IN LOS
ANGELES.

W. A. Walker, who was post master
of Albuquerque, when the office occu-

pied the building now occupied by the
Montezuma Trust company, arrived
from Los Angelos, Cl this moraine
snd is in the city to remain a few days
the guest of old friend. "It has been
nine years since w hen President Harrison saw fit to appoint a republican
to succeed me as postmaster here,"
said Mr. Walker, as he stood lo tho
postoffice this morning surveying the
long rows of boxes that now occupy
the place where only a few were to
be seen, when he was master of them.
"And I wish he had seen fit to appoint
some one to succeed me even before
he did, for if he had, I would have
been better off," ho continued.
Just before Mr. Walker retired from
office, a large sum of money was
stolen from the postoffice, which he
had to make good. His claim against
the government for tho amount Is still
pending. Mr. Walker was appointed
by President Cleveland. He has been
living In Los Angeles since leaving
Albuquerquo nine years ago, and
seems to have fared well in health as
a result of having lived In California's
sunny clime. Since Mr. Walker was
postmaster, the office was moved first
to the room now occupied by the store
of Ilenlumin A. f'n nn
m,,nl,
and then to Its present location. The
move
exi
win most likely be to the
,u
new irovernment hiiilillns- tn t
across from the ftnmmnriioi
.iuii
building. Mr. Walker was much sur
prised at tne Dig growth the city had
made during his absence.
-

VIVID VIEWS

OF

STRICKEN 'FRISCO
SNAPPED BY B. F. SCH WENTKER
WHILE FIRE WAS YET IN PROGRESS.
V. D. Scnwentker, who returned the
early part ot tho week from San
Francisco, is In possession of a number of excellent kodak views of the
fallen city, taken by himself whilo
the fire wus yet In progress. One
shows the Palace hotel, part of it
down and tho remainder Utterly gutted. Another shows groups of people
sitting on their baggage in front ot
their burned homes, ami Mr. Scnwentker says that while he was spanning
the picture, tho people asked him
where they could get some water. He
got a flue view of the ferry building,
showing the tower leaning to one side
and the hands of clock pointing to
5: ltl. three minutes after the
first
shock.
The clock had continued Its
licking three minutes and then stopped. Mr. Scnwentker also got a view
of the first of the destroyed businesn
houses to resume business after the
disaster. It was a safe and lock company, and the othco included a paintud
banner, bearlg the name of tho firm,
and tho otllco force crowded about it
few charred pieces of office furniture
pulled from the wreckage. A picture
looking down Market streets shows a
string of vehicles loaded with all descriptions cf portable property and
people carrying hand bags and other
baggage going toward the ferry building to get over the bay to Oakland.
Mr. Schwentker s;tys that the crowd
pressed about the ferry building numbered many thousauds of people, and
all were trying to get away from thu
stricken city.
Tim views secure, by Mr. Schwentker show that the pictures printed in
the newspapers of the country, showing the city a mass of wreckage, have
not exaggerated the extent of the disaster in the least.
Lead and Copper.
- New York, April
28. lad and cop--t,
quiet and unchanged.
1

'
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UNDER CLEVELAND
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ASKS THE
PRESIDENT FOR TROOPS
Washington, 1). C, April 2S.
l'ardee of California accepted
(iov-ern-

ing.

THAN WORK

THE SAXONS

Monuments at the end of former busy cate is ready to invest $3,000,000 in
vistas still stand. All are unharmed San Francisco realty. The determinaexcept the Dewey monument, which is tion to place this sum in real estate
only slightly damaged. Sightseers are in this city was formed alnco the
looking aver the ruins of Chinatown great disaster and is taken tig u evistores and pawnbrokers' places.
dence of the confidence el th..wirld
Co'. Frank Mans of the twepty in the future of the new Sau lYan- thlrd United States infantry, who haeicjseo,
charge of that district.' has announced
that he is going to detail a 'special NEWSPAPERS HAVE QUICKLY
AND LARGELY RECUPERATED
company to pai.'ol the district, and:
San Francisco, Cal.. April 28. All
warns predatory sightseers that the
except the Post,
new patrol will be instructed to shoot.! the newspapers,
whi'h suspended for tixty days not
BANKS FIND THEMSELVES
being able lo get a plant in the vicinIN EXCELLENT CONDITION
ity, have been Issued every day. since
San Francisco, Cal., April 28. All; the earthquake. On Thursday mornof San Francisco's forty-fobanks, ing the Call, Chronicle and Examiner
thirty-tw- o
commercial and twelve; Issued a Joint paper, but the next day
savings, were located in the burned they split up and issued separately.
district. Inspection has revealed that The Bulletin, an afternoon paper, also
the vaults in every instance remain secured the use of the Oakland plant
intact, but with two or three excep-- 1 and issued regularly. Today the pa
lions the fine bank buildings were ut- pers have regained almost their nor
terly destroyed.
mal size. Issuing fourteen, and sixThe net loss to the banks from the teen pages, with advertisements occufire is about $2,000,000, but this will pying fully half of the space.
be reduced by insurance on fixtures.
With the money on hand and that due CORONER ACCOUNTS FOR
THREE THIRTY-THREDEAD.
from other banks over what is due to
San Francisco, April 28. Three
other banks, the grand total of money
thirty-threbodies of
within the reach of San Francisco hundred and
barufs is about $78,000,000; and it Is victims of the recent earthquake and
safe to say that the securities which fire, have been found by the coroner
can lie realized upon immediately, will and his assistants. All who were
buried in the public squares during
bring the total up to $100,000,000.
the day of the fire have been re
EUROPE IS WILLING TO
moved to the several cemeteries of
INVEST QUITE LARGELY the city. The coroner's data Is fairly
San Francisco, Cal., April 28. The accurate, though the work and report
Examiner says: A European syndi-- ! are not yet complete.

San Francisco, Cal., April 28. The
day broke clear and pleasant with
warm sunshine, after one of the most
disagreeable nlghta since the great
fire. A cold wind blew from the north
until late last night, and the people
camping out had difficulty in keeping
warm. Today the weuluer bids fair
to continue pleasant.
Street cats were in operation this
morning and the confusion and congestion in the streets in such sections
was decidedly less noticeable. Many
firms have opened temporary offices
In residences throughout the city, and
began the work of straightening out
their affairs, with the view of resum- ing business as soon as possible.
The real estate board met the
wholesalers' association in joint meet- ing this morning an dthere was a
thorough discussion of the details in
resuming business on this side of the
bay. The offer of tho citizens of Oakland ot u large tract of land on that
side of tho bayto wholesalers, stirred
the real estate men to the Importance
of immediate action to retain the firms
in San Francisco, and from present
indications it seems that there will be
no difficulty in arriving at some understanding between these two important bodies.
There was much activity today
throughout the burned sections; many
men being engaged in clearing away
the debris in preparation for immediate construction of temporary buildings.
The people have been further warned against oponing safes or vaults at
present. Several small safes were
opened yesterday and their contents
immediately took fire.

v.cil-dlug-

i

W'oodburn,
Ore., April 28. Frank
Smith, the alleged layir of Polteo-ma- n
Hanlon ot Oregon, and who escaped from the city Jail several days
ago, early this morning fatally shot
Sheriff J. S. Shaver, of Claekams
county, and seriously injured Captain
O. D. Henderson, of the Oregon National Guards. A posse had pursued
Smith for three days, and last night
surrounded him In a clump of bushes
near Woodburn,
Shortly afbsr 1
o'clock this morning Smith made a
dash and ran into the posse. He Immediately opened fire. nd Henderson
and Shaver fell. Smith darted into a
nursery near by and the remainder of
the posse surrounded the place, where
It is believed Smith is still In hid-

Side Places Need Much Assistance.
Able to Show
Predatory Sightseers Warned-Ban- Rs
Memorial Church Ruins at Palo Alto.
uropean
-EHas
Syndicate
$100,000,000
EARTHQUAKES
MORE TALK
$3,000,000 For Real Estate.

'

,

hilt

In San Francisco-O- ut

CHINESE ARE RECEIVING
SATISFACTORY TREAMENT
Washington. 1. C, April 2. Advices received at the Chinese legation
in this city, from the Chinese consul
RCCTOR MAKES WAR
indicate
ON HATLESS WOMEN. general at San Francisco,
is being ( elp.
of that every corsidermion
A;r.l -- V The
IwMft.
refugees, an I the
St. Marjj.ivetV, in ibis city, is making shown Chinese
war sixains! all women U come to troops are giving tlieni adeipiate pro- THI3 WAS
particularly tection.
ehuroh without ha'.
.

TWO. OF THEM

And Finally Makes Good His

BUSINESS IS TAKING ON

GOVERNOR

LANE-GOUL-

1

The Almoet Completely Wrecked New Library at Palo Alto

CAST EL

con'e-t- .

the most noted

KILLS

Flight in the Darkness,
of the Night.

of the athletes sent l.y minor colleges Is Frank
Mount Pleasant, captain of the Carlisle Indian team. He ran the P0
yards in M
conds. and the 440
yunls in ,a flat. Last year he surprised cvi ry one by jumping 23 feet
1 itieh,
after running a fast quarter
in his relay team.

one-mil-

i

It

LEGISLATURE DOUBTLESS
WILL BE CALLED AT ONCE
San Francisco, Cal., April 28.
"There is nothing left but courage and
grit," said Charles F. Curry, secretary
of state, last night. "But there is
plenty of that to make San Francisco
what it always has been and always
will be, the largest and most important city on the Pacific coast."
lie said that he believed tho governor will cal! an extra session of the
legislature, not alone for San Francisco but for the larger part of the
state. From Eureka to below Salinas
the towns and cities have suffered
great damage. One-thir- d
of Eureka is
in ruins. Santa Kosa in proportion to
population was harder hit than San
Francisco. Fort liragg was raized to
the ground and San Jose Is almost as
badly off as this city. Agnews and
other state institutions must be provided for, and special legislation is
need to meet various other demands.

Among

Pursued by

He Is
.to

,

'8

tho new lino If. Abo Pass. M!2 fort,
ns Against. 7.1'OS fool nl 7.121 foot
for Union and Glorlda passed.
rsfcfltaaa Pair Ml Weakly iy
Tho greatest economy In time will
The
in tho freight forvloo.
Tie Cttlzco Publishing Company result
fan freight will save, ' tho low rut.
h urs, besides
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SANTA FE GRAYS
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Dally by Carrier, 60c per month
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EL PASO STILL RAISING MONEY
1908
TEAM WANT
BACK
TO
$2,000.

vimo Crnraw wilt ba d!iTrd In tb
Lh low rata of 20 ranti por wsoa. ar lor til
0tt atpm
man
lb. ohm paid monthly.
aaala
U yrtUlnn Ittci Made Known on Application
Twu

Ceorgo Parsons writes Manager
Houston that the Santa Ke Ornys are
In the field n.;ain this smniner and
are ready for a game, any time tlie
UI aonfar a foTor br notlftrlnr. ua
kaWarftMr
Allmquerque lliowns feel like matchof tho paiwtr.
aw any nrm dfliTi-iraltai7
ing one with them. A Denver pitcher
.U tattora and ramittawo. thoold ba addrol to
lias boon added to the Grays' local
Draft.
Comfant.
IliBi.wniNO
C4Tt
Taa
Mr. Houston says that tho
ant oipraaa mmr oralis talent.
oka, aoatomr
e anaaa payauia to uir aw 01 wi- - challence of the Grays will be accepted Just as soon as the weather
settles, so that there will be no chance
Colorado t." in goiiijc in the h;le by drawing a
Automatic I B.I
bad day for the game.
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RELIEF FUND FOR
'FRIoCO COMPARED.
WITH SIX OTHERS,
San Francisco, to date
i.iUJ.t
and growing
Chicago fire. 1871.... 7,000,000
' The Charleston earth- 030,000
quake. 1SSG
yellow fe- 5 Jacksonville
515,000
aY
ver epidemic, 1SS8..
Johnstown flood. 1889 3.000.000
V Galveston flood, 1900. 1,60(1,000
100,000
.y Paterson flood, 1902. .
a

t

i

Tho true sports of El Paso are still
laboring with the Hike warm fans of
the town in an endeavor to raise
money enough to put a representative
team in the Held lor tne coming season. A soliciting committee was out
and secure ! the promise of $1,000 but
they are not satisfied with that. I hey
want $2,000 or nothing. The Albu
querque llrowns would consider them
selves in luck If they could get nan
of $1,000 as a bank roll for a starter,
and would guarantee a winning team
at that. The Browns are to be con
gratulated on the way they are going
nhead and paying off last year's bills
with the money secured from the few
practice games they have played so
far this season.
disfiguring skin eruptions,
Most
scrofula, pimples, rashes, etc.. are due
to impure blood. Burdock Blood Bit
ters is a cleansing blood tonic. Makes

'

MirniciNi:, you don't buy c
UNTIL YOU NEED IT,
AND WHEN YOU NEED MED- I CINE YOU NEED THE VERY
PEST THAT SKIM.. MONEY
AND EXPERIENCE CAN PRODUCE.
THAT'S JUST THE
Y1U
GET IF
YOU
KIND
YOU PAYOR US
PATRONAGE.
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WANTEB.
N.
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SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

Extracting

....50c

first-clas-

llox

harbor, $15
Las Cruces,

s

Cdpiii! end surplus. $ioo,ooo

177,

H. F.. 1025 NorlhFirst jrtreot.
double-baFOR SALE A
first-clas-

$8

First-claK-

-

FOR SALE A block of stock In the
Rio Grande ."olon mills." Address J.

moulding man.
NTH
Apply Superior Planing mill, First
st root, south of viaduct.

OCKO0OOCCKC

Painless

A

M.

WA

PHARMACY

.$6.00
$1.50 Up

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

or call, and the ad will appear according to your wUh.

h'u.ie dlMct.

TRA CHARGE.

. .

.ra.?T.LTttXK.ian'ij.zaiyj

Tele-

WAMTPTu-Tor- n

Full Set cf Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

BANK INSTITUTIONS

A.

GOODS
DELIVER
WE
PROMPTLY AVITHOUT EX-

EAST RAILROAD AVE.
Raynoldt' New Bldg.

APRIL 28, 1906.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Per Word Insertion

the Ypstern Union or Postal
D. T. messenger
TELEPHONE
graph offices for an
TTTTnd vour ad with the cas.h to The Citizen office, or

WANTED
per week,

Oppogite

J8

an rely upon It. an we Mve not failed before, that your
oney Is not thrown away. We have also rented hundreds cf houses
!w otir want ad. as well aa sold nearly everything we have aclvertisorl through them.

STERLING
SAME
THE
QUALITIES CHARACTERIZE
SUNDRIES AND SICK
OUR
ROOM SUPPLIES.

HIGHLAND

SATURDAY,

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can secare tt for you by a small
want ad. In Tl)8 Evening Citizen. It only costs

DO

WHEN YOU BUY 1

OITIZfiN.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

$AGE TWO.

s

$'.10
linllnrniakol H
Employment
permonth. Abraham
office, 120 'West Silver avenue.
WANTED A competent person for
general housework. Apply to Mrs.
John F. Pearce, 718 West Railroad
avenue.
Geutlemeirs second-hanWANTED
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Swreney, proprietor.
WANTED Men s washing and laee
curtains to launder. Hand work;
Mrs. Lug
satisfaction guaranteed.
ton, 411 West Coal avenue.
Good men, any number
WANTED
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 120 Silver
avenue, under Elite rooming house
nous
WANTED Big mail order
wants local assistant as distrlc"
distributer for few counties. Per
manent work. Salary, $18, pal
weekly from home office, and ex
penses. Expense money aavancea
Address
No investment required.
Standard Company, Como block
Chicago.
MALE HELP WANTED.
MEN WANTED Wages paid while
learning the barber trade; situaspecial
rate.
tions guaranteed;
Moler System College, Los Angeles,

1

d

ALLOWED

INTEREST

r

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

aalail mHlfcla ia,l

sb3tgun; bran new
reled,
never has been used: one of th
he.-- t
makes. Call at The Citizen of
flee for particulars.
SALE OR EXCHANGE For
effy or ranch property, a new furnished rooming house. Best location
In the city. Address F. J., this of-

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Iks

fice.

FOR SALE Two sets ol shelving,
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
counter.
counters: one thirty-foo- t
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
SALE $25,000 rancn at a bartuii
gain; will take small property in
exchange.
Write, wire, phone or
' talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
South Broadway.
Fun SALE OK TRADE Are you In
terested In mines? I have some
said to be good deals. Talk with
mo. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad-wa- y.

llsssk at tasmsKQ ol

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier;
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Crqmwell.

SOLOMON

r.

FOR SALE At a sacrifice, the
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A 8ANTA FE RY.
Darby A. Day residence, at
1012 West Railroad avenue. Built
less than a year ago. Finest location In tho city. A. Fleischer, 212
South Second street.
aV
'
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
IThe above represents contrig buttons from all sources, up to
TOEXCHANQE
have some ranches
y Wednesday night, April 25, and "
to trade lor city property. T. L.
Albuquerque's donation of about
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
V $2,600 is added to the amount. A "
McSPADDEN The exchange man.
CO PP
F.
3.
exchanges.
visionary youth cf this city, last
htm
business
See
for
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
300 South Broadway.
Sunday, persisted in saying that 45
Officers and Director,
would
ar tha mnnev contributions
EXClfANGE I have property in
TO
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
d.
President
R.AYNOLD
S.
JOSHUA
you clear-eyebillion dollars.
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
M. W. FLOURNOY ,
Vice President
ii hs bo far. cuessed within i
for
Arizona
to
Colorado
trade
and
LAWYERS.
Cashier
Cal.
tj
FRANK McKEEV 1182,000,0110 of his calculation.
Albuquerque property.
Talk with
uierT aiiy number
Cashier
Assistant
R.
FROST
A.
Good
WANTED
x X x X
me. T. L. McSpadden, sou soutn
DIES ON TRAIN
Bernard S. Rodey.
,
Director
H, F. RAYNOLDS
for rock work; southern Arizona;
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquerue
Broad wav
guaranwork
hour;
wages,
an
30c
HOME
EN
ROUTE
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
THRILLING ESCAPE
AGENTS VANTED.
J ViSS'v1'
U. 8. DEPOSITORY.
teed for three years. Inquire Abrabusiness pertaining to the profession
ham's Employment office, 120 Silver DESTRUCTION OF SAN FRAN
IN SAN FRANCISCO FRANK L. RUDOLF PASSES AWAY Will practice In all courts of the terria venue, under Elite rooming house.
CISCO"
Best book; large profits
$500,000.
..
Authorized Capital
NEAR tory and before the United State
YESTERDAY MORNING,
Sample free. Globe
act quick.
office.
land
$250,000.00
Surplus
Capital,
Profits
Up
and
Paid
LAS VEGAS.
Company, 723 Chestnut
street
NAN BYXBEE. REPRESENTATIVE
FOR RENT Two rooms for light
Ira M. Bona.
Philadelphia.
OF THE NEWSPAPER ENTER
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
housekeeping. 616 West Coal ave.
Yesterday Ti'.o Evening Citizen pub
Depository for Atchison, Topeka k. 6anta Fe Railway Company
ESCAPED
PRISE , ASSOCIATION,
a special dUi.atch from Las N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions, tOK KENT Four room brick house. WANTED Men in eacn state to
WITH HER LIFE AND A SHEET lished
travel, post signs, advertise and
Vegas, giving the news of the death lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
close in. Apply at F. F. Trotter's
NERVES GONE AND IN TERRI of Operator Rmljlfrh
leave samples of our goods. Salary
on the east- - letter patents, trade marks, claims.
store.
WROTE.
BUT
SHE
DOUBT,
BLE
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for
bound passenger train. Additional
R. W. U. Bryan.
rooms
for
RENT
FOR
Pleasant
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S.,
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuqtier
Siomn Idea oX the difficulties of facts nre ascertained from the Optic.
housekeeping.
reasonable.
Rent
Atlas block, Chicago.
Frank G. Rudolph, of Albuquerque, que, N. M. Office, First jNauonai
gathering pictures and news of ttie
524 West Railroad avenue.
YOUR ACCOUNT IS WELCOME
$G
daily
WANTED Agents make
'Frisco disaster can be obtained when left that city Thursday night, for Dank building.
FOR KENT Furnished rooms over
selling the cheapest and most perthat Bowling Green, Ohio. Death interE. W. Dobson.
it Is known that the horror
the Golden Rule Dry Goods comfect water filter ever Invented. Rehe could reach
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcm
AT THE
irrecktd a great city did not spare vened, however, before,breathed
pany. Inquire at Room B, Mrs.
his- last
tails at $2. Big profit. Exclusive
his destination. He
newsraner represent atives.
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
Phelan.
SenCo.,
territory.
Seneca
Filter
And it was thctr business to work shortly after 10 o'clock yesterday
ca. Mo.
furnished
FOR KENT Three-roi-DENTISTS.
were falling and morning, and a few minutes lieiore
lui'li'mca
Inquire Shufflebarger's SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER Big
the train on which he was a passenflames racing. They did it.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
furniture store, 218 West Gold ave
iwok; 500 pages Illustrations. Agents
Tho N. E. A s. "Frisco representa ger arrived in Las Vegas.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Dental Surgeon.
nue.
Mr. Rudolph was 29 years of age,
make 100 per cent. Freight paid;
liw is a woman. M!sj Nan Byxbee,
over
15
block,
16,
Rooms
Grant
and
Bowling
outGreen.
postage
lived
formerly
10c
Send
furnishecredit.
and
for
at
and
apartment
house
Desiramo
RENT
FOR
In
an
lived
She
the GoldeD Rule Dry Goods company.
We want your banking business, whether your account be large
403 South
fit. Act quick. Book ready. M. A.
room for housekeeping.
awoke on the mornin? tf the fatal He is survived by a young wife and Both 'phoues. Appointments made by
or small, and offer In return for same every attention and business
Donohue Company, Chicago.
Second street, ono block south o
day to find the building crumbling two small children, one of whom is mall.
to
We take every precaution
courtesy, the account will warrant.
postofllce.
$20
PER DAT SenlngEarthquake
about her. There were shrieks and Just a bale in arms, and the members
guard the interests or our depDsltors. Our bank is equipped with
D. D. S.
Alger,
J.
with
Edmund
on
family
train
were
of
the
his
life
escaped
with
auher
largest
RENT
furnished
room
she
book;
most
Five
disaster;
crie and
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
Office FOR
No. 30S Railroad avenue.
thentic;
houso; piano, bath, and all modem
best Illustrated; actual
and a sheet, not knowing where to go him. They were also accompanied hours.
to Us care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of its officers.
8:30 a. ni.. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
a
sister,
Rudolph's
and
by
Mrs.
procure
clothing.
biggest
commissions;
photographs;
reasonable.
to
conveniences.
Rent
or where
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
Hayward,
M.
nurse,
W.
was
Mrs.
outfreight
disaster
story
given;
paid.
the
of
!o3 Forrester Place.
credit
Free
Her first
DIRECTORS.
polntmcnts made by mall.
fit. Send 10c postage. Dale Pubwritten when her nervs were not of Albuquerque.
FOR RENT Highland meat market.
opertelegraph
was
I. A. DYE.
deeea.sed
a
WM.
a
was
The
J. A. WEINMAN.
O
FARR.
MARRON.
she
wnen
street,
368
lishing
House,
Dearborn
only shattered, but
V
PHYSICIANS.
Best business location in the city.
D. H. CARNS.
F. II. STRONG.
E. A. MIERA.
Chicago.
K&ilerf hv a terrible doubt as to the ator by profession, and had been em
South
Conroy,
501
Apply
to
Charles
J. B. 1IERNDON.
DR. R. L. MUST,
JAY A. HUBBS.
welfare of her family. She had three ployed at the Santa Fe frtight offices
disas-ter- ;
AG ENTS For
Arno street.
0
Bisters whose fate she did not know in Albuquerque for the past three
only
Stor$1.50.
liook;
biggest
rooms,
Bldg.
with
Office,
N. T. Armijo
FOR RENT Furnished
be years. His death was caused by con
nH no trace of them could then
ies of survivors: hundreds of phoTuberculosi", treated with
or without board, at the Roosevelt
sumption. He came west three years
found. They all escaped.
tographs; trt mentions demand. BigGeravenue.
309
and
Electrical
Railroad
House,
Current
West
luiing
ago
peobenefited
hopes
newspaper
t'he
of
in
Yet she wrote what
gest commission guaranteed and $;ti
"Treatments given each day
Under new management. Miss r.
ESTABLISHED 171
ple would term a "good" story of the and was seemingly recovering, until micide.
additional premiums with every 100 0 "OLD RBLIABLE"
Moore.
from 8 a. in. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
hemorrhage
violent
a
he
sustained
disaster.
given;
free.
books;
outfit
credit
In
'phones.
attendance. Both
FOR RENT The Albright building.
last January. He had been confined
The 'Frisco office of the N. E.
La
Send eight cents for mailing. Standcorner of North Third street and
Oh. W. G. SHADRACH,
was completely wiped out, the em to bed since that time, and realiz
Company, 325 Dearborn street,
ard
stores
avenue.
Suitable
Copper
for
en
near,
was
ho
only
th&
ing
that
tnd
olove escaping with their lives
Chicago.
to Eye, Ear, Nose
and rooming house. Inquire at 312
Photographtr Kiedaisch had photo-eraiih-s deavoTed to reach his old nemo be Practice limited
Throat.
and
MAKE
BIO MONEY FAST selling the
avenue.
West
Ltad
taken between quakes. He fore thee end came.
and Aurlst for Santa Fe coat,
official story of "Tho Destruction of
The body was romovtd from the Occulist
also had sh voral views before the boc
FOR SALE.
Office, 313V4 West Railroad
lines.
San Francisco." Our authors, Trumond shock c r.ip'.eted the ruin that train in Ias Vegas and takento the avenue.
Apply
FOR SALE Fancy pigeons.
bull White and Richard Linthicum,
W. M. Lewis company
5
1.30
to
the first had started, and these views morgue of the will
9
12
a.
m.
to
and
421 South Edith street.
guarantee authenticity.
Nearly 500
be forwarded to p. Hour:
are ling primed daily in The Even Tho remains
n
large pages. Dozens of photographs.
Mlit SALK All kinds ;t housenolil
Bowling Green.
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Orocerls
lng Citizen.
Retail $1.50. $10 to $20 per day
UNDERTAKER.
furniture, 501 South Fourth street
In the Southwest.
Mrs. Hayward will accompany the
easy If you act quick. Will outsell
Ohio city, and will Auto, 'phone 316.
Coronada
the
relatives
All
to
lots
in
FOR
SALE
115.
Red
Colo.
any book ever published. EveryELKS RUSH TO
return to Albuquerque
alter t'he
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
A. BORDERS,
AND
body Interested. Outfit free. Send
Broadway
funeral.
City
Undertaker.
AID OF VICTIMS
10c for postage today. Best terms
) R
Jersey cow. at
Fresh
l't
SALE
Black
Building.
Club
Commercial
to agents. Credit given, freight paid.
Itching piles provoke profanity, but
ALBUQUERUE. N. M.
miles
RAILI DAD AVENUE
five and one-haKellv's.
and white hearse, $5.
0
Take orders while waiting for outfit.
BENEVOLENT ORDER GIVES HALF profanity won't cure them. Dean's
city.
south
of
Monarch Book Company, Chicago.
ARCHITECTS.
TO SAN Ointment cures itching, bleeding or
DOLLARS
MILLION
morctTandise
FOR SALE Small stock
PRO- protruding plies after years of suffer
SUFFERERS
FRANCISCO
SALESMEN WANTED.
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, .ioo
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
lng. At any drug store.
WAKES YOU UP!
VIDE PHYSICIANS OF LODGE.
SALESMAN
Experienced
in any
South Broadway
ford, rooms 46 47, Harnett building
New
line,
general
stores
to
in
sell
Albuquerque. N. M. Both 'phones.
And refreshes you on a hot summer
Grand Exalted Ruler Robert W. CANNING AND PICKLE
Fun SALE A hanutoiue rtarduiau
specialty
.Mexico.
An unexcelled
FACTORY FOR ROSWELL.
Piano. In tine condition and almost
Brown, of the Benevolent and Promorning, does a cold shower. Easy
rroposdilon.
$35
MATTERS.
LAND
Commissions,
and
For partlci
hew, at a bargain.
tective Order of Elks, has gone to Several of the leading business
expenses.
and comparatively Inexpensive matConweekly,
The
for
lars, call at this office.
San FTancisco from his home in Lou firms of Roswell were represented at
H. W. S. Otero,
tinental Jewelry Co., Cleveland,
to have the proper fixture attached
ter
isville, Ky., to take charge of the re a meeting of the Commercial club
Bar
and
Monorca
Black
FUR
SALE
Commissioner,
United States Court
Ohio.
to your bath tub. Once in your home
Rock eggs, for hatch
Hef measures f r the suffering cill - uoJLd for the purpose ,: f investigating 703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
Plymouth
red
cover
SALESMAN
To
lng: 75 cents per setting. Ed Mc- - CAPABLE
zona of that city The Elks' order a proposition to bring a $10o,0oi) can- - to mutters before the land offlcn
you wouldn't have It out for twice the
New Mexico with staple line: liigh
$500,000, out of which ning plan: iiiii pickle factory to Hos
will
Ciiire, Albuquerque, N. M.
sum we'll ask you for appliance and
1
ad-CIVIL
ENGINEER.
commissions, with $loo monthly
tile sufferers on the Pacific coast will well, says the Record.
WANTED
A widow tr of 35. owning
applying it. Get estimate here.
to right
position
vance.
Permanent
Is made by parties
propoi-.iion
The
given
assistance.
le Elks' lodge in Denver donated row having similar establishments at
J. R. Farwell,
M" .1 home, and has a
II. Smith Co., Detroit,
man.
Jess.
We carry the finest lino of garden
The
Room 2.1. N. T Arrollo Bnlldine
child. 'desires housekeeper, not over
(11, la.. 4nd at Burlington. Iowa.
Mich.
$1,000 Immediately on receipt of thejSayre,
in tho city.
l
hose
Address,
tonight.
S".
Answer
,
ne'tt-BEAUTY CULTURE.
that the neonlf of San Fran-- They propose to liuild a plant, all
illce.
this
LOANS.
PROPERTY
PERSONAL
Cisco were in need of aid, and the A- new, costing $1uii,ihmi. In Roswell.and
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD.
FOR SALE A drug stole in gxid lit
Standard Healing & Plumbing Cc,
rativo Canlbuquerque lodge comes to the rescue call it tho Ri swell
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
tie town; a snap. T. L. McSpad-lning a:. I l'li l!e Factory. They want
wlfh $2'i0.
Colo., Red 284; Auto
Both 'Phones
Late of New York city. The lates
ii. 300 South Broadway.
in
i.it i:;ii of tho fat mors
IVK,QHT.,
When th- - nev.-- reach d Louisville. l!'..- matic, 671.
scientific appliance and up to date
Organs, Horses
i.ist your On Furniture, Pianos.Chattels;
Ky., Grand Exalted Ruler Brown, af- r.:!s!.ng pru.l.t.-- o for t i" ft. lory. Wh. n methods fo- - treating the hair, face Si:i.lTrRENT"
also on
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300 Wagons and other
ter communicating with the members the factory is completed and starts and scalp. Complexion steaming aad
AND WAREHOUSE RESALARIES
a
company
Broadway.
cash
business,
loft
in
trustees,
the
Smith
grand
of
if the boardSan Francisco,
bleaching; manicuring and shampoo
CEIPTS, as low us $10.00 and as high
alter urg- mills ( $5,(1111 tr .Iil I'lo people ot ing. Electrolytic automatic
at once for
water I' UK SALE OK TRAIT. 2 rooming as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
Following
people
in
are
the
lodg
Rosweil.
300
every
McSpaddmi,
South
Elks'
L.
ing by wire
houses. T.
avenue.
massage. C13 West Gold
AND CHIC AG O L UMBER
One
Time:
and strictly private.
Broadway.
the country hoikI relief to the San wli.i have already Mguillnl i.ioir
plump 279.
to oue year given. Goods
month
SHERMAN-WILLIAMAlwajn
BUILDING
PAPER
PAINT
the cash botis Auto
to ibmate
liran,isro sufferers.
Ft i 1 S A I. E O !lT R A I) E A good busiOur rates
in your poession.
II. Kemp.
W. II. Godair. R.
H llavl- - tund:
Covers more, looks best, wears
NOTARY PUBLIC.
It U probable that Dr.
T. L. Me-- are reasonable.
property.
ness
becUy
Lime,
us
Piaster,
stock.
see
Cn:at,
for
Call
and
company W. P.
!l Hardware
longest, most ecouomlcal, full
land, of Denver, will Join Grand Ex- - Ko.-,vi Men, 300 South Broadway.
borrowing.
fore
D. Maddison.
K.
Thos.
'.e
Doors,
Kesw.-Icompany
faint,
LE
Glas,
measure.
t
w.s
In
San
Maniwaiv
Brown
Francisco.
ailed Ruler
About l.&oo feet of ono- THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
tit Fuji-SAOffice with W. C- Childers, 117
to aid in the work. The $5u,on0 to Trailing cimip.:jiy. Jaffa. Primer
all
pipe.
314
See
and
it,
nt
M.
from
n
to
N.
Steamship
inch
lr.
ALBUQUERQUE
tickets
Gold avenue.
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MONTH OF APRIL
Forty Deeds For City Property Recorded in Twenty-Seve- n
Days.
UNIMPROVED

LOTS FIRiT

Nothing in the City is equal to those beautiful
Lots in
50-fo- ot

TO CO

The activity this month has been
almost exclusively to
I suburban lots, and the majority of the purchasers have been
intending to build brines.
Though tho month's business does
not show up as well as the business
of March, some sharp advances are
to bo noted in the 4 mat residence
nelghlioi hoods. In one instance, two
, lots
boiu.it for ?H5u in March, sold
in April for $300, an advance cf $150,
allowing the investor i profit of 33
per cent. The records also show
that much newly purchased projierty
has beon made over to money lenders
on deeds of trust, the actual owners
borrowing for the purpose of making
Improvi menu 8.

UN
IVERSITY
MEIGHIT
$25
$150 each. TERMS, $5.00 a Month. NO INTEREST

Confined

iplo

to

Just like a Savings Bank, only it will pay you 25 to 50 per cent

3

instead of 5 per cent.

ale

comApril 2 Surely Investment
pany to II. M. Doug'.ierty, lots 7 aJtd
8, block 7, Perea addition, $350.
Arril 3 W. V. Bacon and wife, to
N. Peach, north naif of lot 9, block
6, Iiewls & SI mends addition, $1.
April
Robert. Cordova and wife
to Herbert O. Brooks, lot 20, block
38, Pen a addition, $1.
comApril 4 Surety Investment
pany to Herbert O. Brooks, Urt 19.
block 3S. Perea addition, $1.
April 7 Migtiola C. Morris to Jesus
Maria Sandoval, lot northeast corner
of Copper avenue and Fourth street,

you up in our automobile.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEW'T C 0
OFFICE: H
Street
First National

April 7 Trustees of M. E. church
South to S. M. Porterfield, lot 1, block
"P," Highland addition, south, $1.
April 7 Daniel O. Grant to Herman N. PackfTt, lots 3C.9 and 370,
block 33, P. Armljo Bros', addition,
7
April
tJoyd Hunsacker
of
Prances n. Taykr, east
3

9 Sooth Second

a

n

No. 13. $1.

April 11 Kiathorine Given and husband to Nat Green, south half of lats
125. 126 and 127, block 9, P. Armljo
& Bros.' addition, $100.
April 14 Frank McKee, et ux, to
F. B. Schuentker, lots 176 and 177,
block 14, P. Armijo & Bros.' addition,
$1.

April 14 Camilla Aragon aad wife
to Herculano Garcia, lots 1 and 2,
Clock 3, N. J. Sanchez addition, $67o.
April 14 D. A. Macpherson and
wife to M. W. Flourney, trustee, a
number of lots in Grant tract, $1.
April 16 H. E. Fox and wife to
Mary M. Thompson, lots 34, 35 and
36, block 10. Perea addition, $100.
April 16 P. S. Hubhell and wife, to
Eslavio Vigil, lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 5 and 6,
block "10," Juan Armijo addition,
April

16

Alphonse Simpier, et al,

Bnoddy, ipiece of land 23x167
hus-lan-

NEW YORK FASHION LETTER
New York. April 28. In the first!
place, it rained, not a fine, ordinary,
rain, but a veritable downpour; but
as the trees licgan to show their
.under its moist Influence, added
to that of the leglnning of wann air,
the wom-eof New York decided to
follow their example in the matter of,
dress; and when it began to clear
up, at 12 o'clock, the proper time, according to the eld sailor saw every
one turned out for the Fifth avenue
parade. It Is of the styles seen at
that time on "The Avenue," and in
the park, that I wish to write you today.
In hats, with very few exceptions,
the styks are very much like those
of the past season; there is the tilted
effect, the huge mass of velvet
ribbon, flowers or feathers under
tde back or side, the high standing
trimming and the flare over the face.
One cf the most poplar of colors are
the buna
which are usually
trimmed with some brightly colored
flowers, among which roses seem to
lead. TTwm there are the Milan
straws, horse-Jiai- r
braids, and the lingerie creations.
An attractive hat In one of the new
modes was of deep burnt straw, with
a rolling brim, the left side of
wbich aws fastened close to the
round crown; around the latter was a
twist of dark brown velvet, folded In
front under a gold buckle, while covering the left side was a huge rosette
of velvet, out of which sprang two
long quills, black with gilded centers.
Under the back, low down on the

THE RIGHT

STRAW LID

new-dres-

d

SILK

VIS-

ITING

.
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Straw hats for men have a new
twist to them this season. The stiff,
narrow brim to the flat crowned hat
has given away to an innovation
GOWN which is shaped very much like the
flat felt worn last year. Its curving
brim is flexible, and Is shaped to
turn down over the eyes. The crown
is stiff and flat.
lUinbow ribbons will be the right
thing for these hats, if a fellow must
be gay. Hut there is nothing the matter with a plain black or blue mind.
Panama straw hats do not differ
much from those worn last year.
They are not extreme in their brims
and prices, for the go d. genuine article are unchanged. Nothing less
than $1S will buy a good one. and
they run to $30 for the best.

SOME PRETTY PARASOLS

a.

bandeau at
the, cor-

rect flare. The roses encircled the
crown, while the lace outlined the
brim, and a many looped bow of velvet ribbrn covered the left side and
bandeau.
Brown and green were effectively
used on a cream straw having a broad
brim. The high, square crown was
encircled with alternating gathered
folds of brown and green malint-- , out
of which arose a number of peacock
feathers, showing the same colors,
an dagainst the raised back was
massed a filling of maline in both
colore.
This hat wa3 worn with a
green and brown plaid, tn a cream
ground, made up in the evtr popular
circular skirt and Eton jacket, with
a cream lace blouse, lace falls from
the elbow sleeves and long lace
gloves.
A numlKT of red hats are seen; indeed, nearly every woman thinks she
must ihave a red hat to make her
spring outfit complete. They come in
all the popular shain-s- , but the favorite swiiis to be the sailor. One of
these In this colr seen on Easter
Sunday, was built on a. frame covered with alternating rows of fancy
braid and tulle ruchlng, the brim was
raised slightly at the left side, where
red tulle and red wings were arranged.
Another red hat was a
horse-hai-r
plaque, bent and ,twlsted
into a 6tylish and becoming sihiape to
suit the wearer's face. Two qtillls
fasttned in front with a red velvet
covered buckle, and pointing directly
backward, were the onlv trimming
auove, nut underenath, wbere the
deep bandau lifts the left side, Is
iiuaiuny or manne flowers and a
buckle similar to that in the front.
After all, the red hat is an economical
venture, for, as a vacation hat for
yachting, in the mountains, at the
seaside, it is mont appropriate.
Though a little early, yet a few lingerie hats were
in the afternoon
of Kaster Sunday; but later on tbere
U
no doubt they will be much worn.
He sure, though, to have a. flat brim
in preference to a frilled, fluffy one,
and It should be of that. size, wide or
nairow, 10 suit the wearer. The most
richly embroidered linen with an immense bow of Dresden ribbon at the
side of, the brim and on the
underneath
were
several
bunches if Idtie ami white flowers.
Another lingerie hut was of embroidered Swiss crown and flat brim;
around the former w is loosely drawn
a white ribb, ii tw.-- t
ami two simulated quills of wlnie ribbon diver-';- !
tin left nide, while bel nv wa.i a
while maline cov re bandeau.
hats in b'.o-are cominu'
to tho fore, some are altogi.hcr of
black, as one seen lay weki, of ,.n,.
Ki'iiMered black liwn. the ed
,f .,..
brim had a narrow rill of biar lace
and black ribbon en ii'led Hi,. crown
and formed a, man
I'ed bow at.
'be back, (itb.-..M
tire corn- 'In d with color-- , .
e which had
a liandem coven
l'orget-m.- -
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SMART DINNER GOWN

The round

clot-Ing-

box-plai-

.

t'.

Clara E. Sweetland, south one-hal-f
of
lot 2 and north 37'-- i feet of lot .?.
addition,
block 4. Lewis & Simon.

''it of tliis
a brim rollel

ty

L?xY'.-- f

The leiidenies of the spring is
visiting gown which is of
in a
dull green of the iiiiutionette tone.
This silk is of the new t'iiiton and
has a shadow line of rose running
it. The costume is effected
by the conmbined us.' of mign ner.e
$500.
April 25 W. S. S'rickbT. it als.. to green chiffoi:, wl.iie the Htirpliced
Anna Frederickson, lot 15, block 34. corsage is developed I mm oriental
embroiileiy.
peeps the
From tills
town of Albuquerque, $25u.
April 26 Etta K. Chappe'l to Jose- chiffon tucker, which is lunched with
phine L. IVal.ody. lift t, block 25, mse culer ribbon.
let skirt lias a w ide flare
Tile
Huning's Highland addition, $3, '.
April 27 Mrs. rf. J. Smith and h in- and is untrimnnd a' the lion.mi.
The hat to be worn with this
Ho'c! Flui-hurland t JulK Ca'clini.
is ,f de p rose sa'in braid, high in
and ground-- , $l,"i"i.
t::e l.aek, with the pert, narrow front
Chamberlain's Salve U giiol for 'rim tilted well over to the right side
any dlseise of the skin. It allays i.ie t f i he i;e:i.l. The crow n is s irroiin ! d
wiili crashed cru uialine with plumes
in- itching and burning sensation
i of the tame shade.
ttantly. For sale bv all druggists.
t

$10.
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atitidsonie Is a walking
'.a'i colored taffeta.
This
unbr. k.ii in the ado;-:;- n
nl.
.lee lace is used tor the small
and 'he mull In the cheml-s- .
e, r.i embroidered in darker
in

sliig a dozen
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gn metal,
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bronze buttons.
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learing the ground. With this costume was worn a chic little ha., turn- ed up at the left sido, wiiere it was
fastened wilh a big rosette and two
white wings, while around the Derby
crown was a twist of w hite velvet,
and white chiffon and pink rosea were
massed on the bandeau at the back.
The hat was in gray horselhalr plaid.
A smart costume,
showing tho
prominent feature in all the new
blouses, a yoke, was the effective note
;on a blue Hurlingham silk, combined
r
with
lace and lace Insertion,
The yoke on the waist yas in plastron shape, and high nocked, with a
standing collar. Tho back
:
was invisible, and tiie fullness at each
side of the front and back was taken
up in tucks. The skirt was mado
with a yoke, whrh extended to form
a front panel. Seven gores shape the
skirt, which was In this case tucked
but might he gathered if more becoming, and an inverted
t
was arranged
at the back which
would be muni appropriate
to tho
t iicl-eskirt (ban to cno that wus
gathered. As usual for the walking
shirt, it was In round length.
Surplice waists aro still prime fav-- i
orites, no doubt because of its
to women in general. Ono
iio'iiid on Faster Sunday was develops! in homespun silk, with
r
embroidery, showing some eyelet
work.
Tucks in front aro stitched
from the sh.nilders to yoke depth,
throwing the fullness over tho bust
and bringing out the contour if tho
figure.
Tho straight front edges ot
ho model slant from tho shoulders
and the right front overlaps tho loft
oiirt Udow tho bust, tho V neck reA smart dinner gown la
of silk vealing a (lumisetto and standing
voile, in the new and impular shade collar, which may be omitted wheu
of nature" blue.
A surplice effect a low neck effect U detdred.
is used with considerable grace, it
extending from ih, throat
Is tho Moon Inhabited?
to the
hem of the skirl, widening from the
Science has proven that the moon
waist line.
has an atmosphere, which makes life
A cape collar of Ilrugcs lace, dyed; in some form possible on that satellite
to match the tone of the silk, is held; but not for human beings, who have
In place by large nisei tes of soft,' a bard enough time on this earth ot
opalescent ribb n. A girdle of the ours; especially those who don't know
ribbon Is a' the wai-.t- .
which is also that Electric Hitlers cure headache,
finished
with the rosettes.
lice biliousness, malaria, chills ami toner.
panels are upon the sl.irt, edging the Jaundice, dyspepsia, dizziness, torpid
liver, kidney complaints, general deiliseried hilk.
Unbility ami female weaknesses.
worn white linen fancy cuffs, and equalled as a general tonic and apeqauit tti-- s were a ided to pive the petizer for weak peisotis and esjie-ciashoulders a broader effect., Tho
for the aged. It induces sound
was a I'rincis model. lmi-- .1 t cbwelv sleep.
Full iMiaruntOi .f bv all drug- fit tho fiture, full ut the bettoiu, butg!.sts. I'rice only EUc.
all-ove-

not s.

4,',

For Sunday wear for the small
daughter of the house, a very attractive coat is of white rajah silk. The
form is lexwe, with a seam In the
back, the length permitting the short
organdie frock beneath to be plainly
visible.
This coat l decorated with a collar and stole of the same material.
inese decorations in turn are orna-- i
mented with hand embroidery In
white silk. The sleeves are short.
with a double puff, and end with an
embroidered baud.
Stt buttons ot
mother of pearl.

box-plait-
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LITTLE GIRL'S BEST COAT

j

ban-doa-

April 24 Ferdinand II. Walker and
wife to Jacob P. Jacobson, a piece of
land north of Old Albuquerque. $1.
April 2
Margaret Scott and
Jas. W. Van Cleve, wci
fett of lots 5 and 6, block 22, Huning
Highland addition, $730.
April 25 Mrs. Margaret Ilabb to

comSurety Investment
pany to Trace y E. Crisman. lots 23
and 21. block 2S. Peri a addition. $375.
April 25 T. E Crisman and wife
to IVrfecv Armijo, same n.-- above,

vel- -

vet riblxin.
Black horse-hai- r
braid follcwed the
mod .1 used for many of these ihats
long in shape, wilh the sides rolled on
one or liofh sides. The particular hat
was trimmed with frills of black lace,

velvet, red roses and

$1.

April

hair, was a largo knot of brown

the left side gave the brim

mo-lin-

meg;

t'

modate the lace tucker, and the round
FW NATION? IN
yoke Is ommitted when a decollette
iWIIUilJ 111
effect Is desired. A fnncv rolhir fln
LINGERIE HATS
ished the high neck and a deep bertha
added a distinctive touch, while a
lace bolero would be a pleading
change at other times.
The short
sleeves wore shirred at the seams
and under the cuffs, which were
turned back at the elbow, when In full
length, and lining could be faced to
the fancy wrist.
The skirt quite1
clean d the ground all around and all
the walking dresses seen were, in
seme cases, very short, but those for
carriage wear or house are full and
.
in
A most attractive and practical
suit was a strort costume of gun
metal Rajah. Nine gores were usi.J
in tho construction of the skirt of'
'
short length. An inverted
Is formed at the back, the skirt is
The pretty and popular lingerie
anout nve and a half yards round. hats will soon be In season again,
The Jacket Is an Eton and bolero, for and a few words regarding the latest
which two lengths wer allowed, and KillKh in mis Kind of heariennr mav
was made without a center back nt be amiss
seam. Closdng is Invisibly effected at
These hats seem tn ha irimmoj o
the front, wbere revers were made bit more this season thn.n ln
ahi
by turning back the extra material In flcial flowers and long tulle scarfs are
pau.ern.
uie
a 6uallow collar, fin- utea euecuveiy on many models.
ished tho ojen nock, and the short
Of course, whatever trimming
is
cap sleeves were flnlsihed with a fancy Used. It must be nnnlle.l in onnh
cuff. This pattern would be very way that it can be easily removed
practical made up In blue Sicilian, when the hat In lannrterari nihtnh
trimmed In mohair braid, as nothing .must needs be often, as their chief
Is more useful than this material for ctiarm lies In their dantiness.
summer traveling.
The large "flats" of embroidered
Chiffon broadcloth in gray was linen may be purchased at a nominal
charmingly constructed bya two piece figure, but many will prefer to
costume having a circular skirt and
their own. The finished "flat"
Jacket. The salient fea- Is applied ta a wire frame of any deture of the Jacket is looseness, and in sired shape.
this case the
The model thown Is of eyelet emslightly
spaced, extended across the back and broidered limn. There is a cluster
front., and met at tho center of th of pink roses on one side of the
latter. It was made In pony length, crown, and another under the brim
wnn an open neck, outlined with a on the same side. A tulle scarf is
fancy collar. Tucks in
draped about the crown, twined
took un tho extna fullness of tho amongst the roses and falling over
eletvo to cuff depth, ever which wore the shoulder, computes the trimming
of the hat, which makes a charming adjunct to a summer afternoon
STRIKING WALKINGTOILETTE toilette.

''L"

feet, south side of Tijeras road, $1.
SPRING
April 17 Susan E. Perea and
to E. L. Medler, part of lots 1. 2,
3 and 4, block "K," Atlantic & Pacific addition, $500.
April 17 J. H. Billiard to E. L.
Medler, lots 7, 8 and 9. block 6.
Rrownewil & Lnil addition, $90.
April 17 W. W. Bacon and wife to
John Mordy, west 60 feet of lot No.
1, bl'ck 5, Lewis & Simonds addition, $1.
April 18 Albert Eisema.nn, et als.,
to S. M. Porterfield, lots 8 and 9, and
fraction of lots 7 and 10. block 5, C.
W. Lewis addition No. 1. $1.
April 20 W. K. Preston and wife
to J. P. Palmer, lot 7. block 42, Huning's Highland addition, $1.
April 20 Edgar N. Wilson and
wife to J. F. Palmer, fifteen fut of
lots 14 and 15, block 39, Huning's
Highland addition, $1.
April 21 City
f Albuquerquo to
Macpherson, piece of land 126
I. A.long.
Iiounded on the west by 1'.
feet
Arniijo's addition; also fraction of
lots 1 to 12. inclusive, block "O."
also
Mandcll B. and R. addition:
triangular piece of land in Mandcll
B. and R. addition, $1.
April 21 Broadway Land am: Investment company to Charles .. Han.
lot 1, bl k 17, Eastern addition. $13n.
April 21 W. W. Strong, et als., to
Trustees Highland M. E. church, lot
7. block 29, Huning Highland addition, $1.
April 2.1 Mrs. Sarah M. Bohll to
Chas. E. Iloldt, cast pio feet of lot 6.
block l'i, Huning Highland addition,

1

Bank Building

to

t,

to Peter

In the

lot 2,

block 6. C. V. Lewis Highland addition No. 1, $1.
April 9. V. E. Dame, special master in, chancery, to Summers Burk-harloT 17. 18, 19 and 20, block "C,"
Baca &. Armijo addition, and a piece
of land known as the Ignaclo Baca
property, $1,400.
April 9 Fannie M. Hill to Florence Hughes Chess, lot 4, block 14,
Huning's Highland addition, $1,900.
April 10 Florencei Hughes Chess
Gill, west 46
and xiusband to Ix-nfeet cf lots 4, 5 and 6, block 43, Huning's Highland addition, $1.
Springer
and
April 10 Richard
wife to Elizabeth J. Wilson, lots 9 and
10, block "Q," Atlantic & Pacific addition, $1.
April 10 William Hart and wife to
League,
Trustees of
lot 8, block 28, Brownwell & Lail's
addition, $50.
April 10 Ida M. Nortley and husband to Mrs. M. P. Sthlner, property
known as "Post Ranch." in precinct

$S60.

1st
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Finland's postal savings bank sjsteni has been In
operation a half century, and its advantages have been
.thoroughly proven. These advantages are: The absolute
from loss; the convenience of making deposits;
the ease of repayment, which Is not affected by change
of residence; safety against personation nnd fraud; education of the young and untrained to the knowledge of
the use and management of money.
These are decided and important advantages. They
seem to Include all the benefits that could be connected
with a savings bank system. And, yet. there Is another
experience,
advantage demonstrated by this
It is
combined.
these
important
nil
more
than
which is
the prevention of poverty by the development of thrift.
The government wlil h aids and encourages Its people to
their mow y is performing the niesr .r;'c:;-a- l ser-Ie- e
of which government is callable.
We hear much about the poverty in Kngland just
now.
Put It is interesting to know that, but for the
et: fieent Influences of the postofflce savings banks for
many years past, that poverty today would be pitiful to
contemplate. Today there are 14.3ti2 postofflco savings
banks in tho United Kingdom, with 9,403,852 depositors
146,1.15,147 to the credit of the depart
and a sum of
ment. This means that one person in every four and
has deposits an.l that the average amount per
15. Surely, a most satisfactory record:
person 13 over

Spring Blouse

at the

Christian
corner of Gold avenue and Broadway.
at 10 a. m. PnvK-hlnSunday
at 11 a. m. and 7:3' p. ni., by the
minister, K. 1C Crawford.
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Any man is liable to
Science Service at 11
Christian
o'clock Sunday m tiling at tho Womjudgment as will as in action, Is truly human; inr ran
an's lui) rooms In the C'ommerc'aJ
kkc, education or position shield a luinian boinir from
building, corner of Fourth street
club
erred when he reliability. That President Koo.-cvcand Gold avenue. Sunday school at
becomU: 43 a. m.
fused, tn the name of the American K eminent, foreign
Cl- -Ot.
aid for San Francisco, seems to be the judgment of the
IxEpiscopal
Church
John's
American people, if the press of the country shall be
cate,i at :ho ornerf Fourth street
Services tomor-raami Silver avenue.
taken as an exponent of public- opinion.
Holy communion at
follows;
a.i
Fo conservative a paper a.s the St. I.ouls
Sunday school at 10 a.
7: ;;n n. in.
in. .Morning piayerand sermon at 11
which has been unflinching In its support ot
a. m. I. veiling prayer and sermon at
the president, personally and as leader of the republican
7:30 p, in. A. G. Harrison, rector.
party takes exception to tho president's course in this
O
Church
St. Paul's Lutheran
manner.
fsin.et
corner
Sixth
too
at
cf
rated
in
assistance
of
refusal
tho
of
Germany disapproved
an. I Silver avenue.
Itev. K. Moser.
a dignified remonstrance, while here at home the position
pastor. Sunday school at. 0:43 a. m.
t
Morning worship at. 11 a. m., with
ot tho president has been criticised from almost every
in
Kvening
service
sermon.
German
presconceivable point of view, the opponents of the
Kn glish, at 7:30 p. in. Bible class on
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock, in
identpersonal, political and In his own party being the
lerman. The collections of all serv
for
severest in their Eirlctures. Ot these, Julian Hawthorne,
Chilices on Sunday are for tho San Franmay lc selected as one of the most extreme. He said:
cisco relief fund.
o
"It was not possible for the president to comprehend
Church Serv
First Presbyterian
Hie feeling which prompted these foreign offers. He
ices in the Klks' opera house. Scrv-Icof
pecuniary
point
the
solely
from
e
regard
them
could
of
at 11 a. m. Top
MAKERS
"""m. Mi. OKAfiO I
Caleb, the Coiiim ..T.pluce Hero." At
aiming to
view. Ho thought dese governments
p. m., the subject will be, "Take
30
of
hour
advantage
over
the
us
in
contemptible
gain some
Heed How You Hear." Special mu
our calamity. He pictured them a3 saying to themselves:
sic. Strangers Inv'ti j. Sunday
Fine Clothing and
'.Sow Is our chance to prove that this America, which
Fine Gothing and
Jimm
at 9:45 a. m. Christian Kndeavor .?t
Furnishings
puts on such airs of superiority, which boasts in and out
Furnishings
45 p. m. Junior Kndeavor at 3 p.
of season of Its boundless wealth and power, Is, after nil.
m. Hugh A. Coo ptr, pastor.
B
lilts
O
ready enough to lean on us when a real misfortune
Copyrighted by N. E. A.
j
ai
n
Baptist Church Sunday school at
t
her. lxt us send her money and supplies and thereby
Awh-c50
m.
by the choir.
a.
put her under an obligation to us; and then when here000000XXXXXXOC0000XXJC00
Dudley
Forth,"
Sing
by
Alleluia
after she attempts to take a high tone with us, we can
Prize fighters never amount to much on the base ball Buck; rendered by T. Y. Maynard and
remind her that Bho stood before us in the attitude of a
t 11
Mrs. Gibbs. sololsta. Preaching
1
Such moral littleness, such vul- diamond, but they have proven wonderful cards at times
mendicant yesterday.'
m. by the pastor,
McNeil.
Itev.
ever
highest
salary
garity I must come back to that word as are betrayed and probably hold tho records for the
by
Solo, "Sometime,
Somewhere,"
on the diamond.
Bischoff; Mrs. .Martha Brown-Gibbin this position of our calamitous president, has no pre- paid for a singleI apperance
DIFFICULT PASSAGES RENDERED WITH THE GREATEST EASE
any
other
base
ball
better
than
Personally
like
oung peoples' meeting at 6:30 p.m.
cedent in our history."
have
fighting
to
next
I
seen
even
and
sport
Preaching at. 7:30 p. m. by the pas
that have
However, the president, who is a much better judge
game. And tor. The choir will sing "Rock of
This can be said of the latest and most wonderful automatic
of his own motives than Mr. Hawthorne can possibly be given more time to it. I figured in one big
Ages," as arranged by Dudley Buck.
gave this as his reason: "The spontaneous contributions luck was with me.
musical instrument in the world
1
DuYing the palmy days of base ball in Milwaukee
of the American people have been ample to meet all reEpiscopal Church
First
Methodist
my
of
hops,
because
city
through
and
of
the
quirements, and the proffers of aid from all other parts happened
Rev.
pastor. Sunday
management of the schcolJ. nt C.9:43Rollins,
a. in.
Morning worof the world have been so far in excess of all needs that, great friendship for the boys and the
to don a suit nnd play part of ship at 11 a. m., with sermon by the
to avoid any discrimination, it was determined best to Brewery team, consented
Self-Playin- g
pastor. Theme, "Loving and Giving.
a real championship game.
accept no outside help."
I will never forget that afternoon. ' In all the days Upworth League at 7 p. m. Leader,
t,
but it
This Is magnificent, says the
me Mr. Otto Johnson. Evening worship
There Is an Inherent love of music in all of us, and most of us have
is not fair to the suffering hundreds of thousands in San of my ring career I never did anything that caused
mt 8 o'clock.
(Note the, change in
inning
I
ninth
in
came
bat
to
the
the
pleasure.
so
much
States
ofttimes
earnestly wished we could not only, have tho pleasure of
Francisco. Contributions from all over the United
opponents hail all but finished the time.) The pastor will speak on
listening to music but could make It for ourselves.
are flowing into the California metropolis in proportions and after the Brewers'
Four
Notable
Special
Omissions."
the
I
hit a safe drive that turned
and with a speed never closely approached in any pre- came victorious,
at both services. The church
one of the music
Is located on the corner of Lead ave- vious calamity in the world's history. Congress, too. has tables. The players afterward said that it was champion
during
happened
the
things
that
exiremarkable
an
nuo and S.aith Third street. Sl.ran
made a far larger donation than it ever did in
1
gers aro cordially welcomed anil the
gency like this, and it has done it more promptly. But ship season. The Milwaukee fans still insist that if
Self-Playing
fighting
public invited to all services.
turned my attention to base ball instead of
the need Is greater than It was in any previous catas had
goods.
I
of
more
world's
the
would
had
have
on
the
dependent
persons
are
trophe. The lives of more
Highland Methodist Church
makes it possible for this desire to be completely gratified. May we
Lo
But it was John I.. Sullivan that made a record on
harlty of their country and the world than In any prior
J,
at 312 South Arno street.
cated
not tell you more about it?
the
Sullivan
stands.
received
calamity. The need, moreover, In some degree, will con the diamond that still
M. Sollle, pastor., Sunday school at
See the Farrand Cecijian
paid an individual for one game.
ever
sum
largest
ol
Tiano and the genuine
thousands
tens
of
of
case
In
many
the
months.
:4a a. m. J. D. Emmons, sunerin
tinue
It was in the early SO's that Mr. Sullivan established tendent. Preaching by fa nastorat
HIGH GRADE CHICKERING BROS.' PIANO.
persons all their worldly goods have been swept away.
They will be compelled to begin life anew, and years his high salary mark. Ho was engaged to pitch part of U a. m. Subject, "Has the Ministry
Sine?" John
must pass before they reach the condition In which the a game for the old St. Louis Browns. At first he was IVwer to Forgive
rnrthnntiko found them. For a large proportion of the offered $1,000 guarantee for a single appearance, but he 20:23. Junior league at, 3 p. m. Mrs
presitknt.
Senior league at
afflicted persons that condition never will be regained refused and Insisted on a percentage. Sullivan worked Bixler,
7 p. m.
Rev. A.
Robinson, presi
THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS.
Exclusive Representatives
206 West Gold Avenue.
Large as Is the amount of money now flowing California- four Innings and received as his share of the gate re dent. The pastor E. will
lecture to
ward, much bigger sums will be needed than any now in ceipts nearly $4,000. Poor old Von Der Ahe, how It must young men at 7:45 p. m. Subject
too much have hurt him to see that much go to one man when he Facts and l heories.
Bight. Under the best possible conditions
The young
000-00-00-0000--0-000000Omoney will not be gathered. The collection and the dis- had been used to paying a whole team many dollars less men of tho city are cordially invit
an
for
something
of
a
record
holds
also
Jim Jeffries
ed to be present at the evening hour,
tribution of the money being In safe hands, none from
any source should be refused. Let every dollar which annea ranee on the diamond. Jeffries was secured to We earnestly desire that each, serv 0
Europe, Asia. Africa and the Islands of the sea offer to umpire a game in St. Paul, Minn., several years ago, ice of tho day may be attended by
the earthquake sufferers be promptly and thankfully re Jeff hadn't much experience on the diamond and when those who can. A special welcome is
to strangers who may be 0
he arrived In St. Paul Informed the management of the
ceived.
two teams that were to play that his work would have stopping in the city.
to be limited to decisions on the bases. Jeff waited to go
Congregational Church Located on
to the Grounds until almost time for play to begin. He Broadway at the east end or the via 0
on
reg
preaching
Ga.,
Broughton
Atlanta,
same
as
the
of
Dr. Len I.
appeared on tho field dressed much the
duet. Rev. J. W. Barron, pastor. Sunular indicator man and at once established himself be day school at 9:45 a. m. Lesson 0
the earthquake, said:
"Certainly one of the greatest disasters of modern hind first base where he remained throughout tho greater Parable of the Sower." Mi ruing
times Is that of the destruction of San Francisco. In part of the game. It is claimed that Jeff never spoke a service at 11 o'clock. Topic of ser
The 0
reading the accounts of it published In the newspapers dozen words during the entire contest and the only way mon, "Tho Divine Physician."
selections will be rendered
our minds go back to Sodom and Pompeii . The destruc- the fans in the stand knew what he had decided was following
by the choir:
X- -X
tion Is not so complete as that of these ancient cities, but from the action of the players.
X -X- -X
X
0
Trio Organ. , Violin
Instrumental
V
I
re
frank
Jeffries
i .
am
And
2"
same
character.
minutes
standing
the
hour
one
and
For
it Is of somewhat
and
Cornet
people
easy
of
ceived $1,000. This probably was the largest sum of
to say that, from what I can gather, the life the
Mrs. Lester, Miss Harris and Dr.
0
was Bomewhat similar. Sodom had gotten so wicked that money ever paid an umpire for working a single turn
Irwiti.
"Savior When Night InCod would not stand it any longer. It was Just so with After that game was over Jeffries had a carriage driven Anthem
volves the Skies"
Pompeii. Never has there been a city so steeped in sin on the grounds nnd he jumped In and was driven off the
0
Quartet.
as that city. In looking over the ruins there I have been field before the fans realized what had happened.
9
TJ?
t
...
Organ
March
Priest's
Postlude
Terry McGovern Is one of tho best base ball playors
impressed, as I am sure every one else has who has been
Mendelssohn
0
there, with the depravity of the people. Their whole life that ever gained prominence in the ring. To this day
Y. P. S. C. E. at 0:30 p. m. Topic
was given to wealth, sports and other degrading pleas Terry would sooner play a game of ball than win a title for
consideration,
Work
"Mission
A v
4v'
:SiA
ures. Now San Fraucisco. throughout this country, has as far as the real pleasure goes.
Ev 0
Among Our Foreign Population."
Big fighters as a rule are not base ball players, nl enlng service at 7:30. The pastor will
been noted for its Immorality. There Is not a city in thl
country with as bad a moral record as it has. It has though it is generally admitted that in the diamond game speak on the topic, "Jesus, the Sin
for a long time been the camping ground for the gam- they have, generally speaking, been more successful than ner's Frit nd." Tho following musical 0
selections will bo rendered:
blers and sports. Conspicous among these has been their in foot ball.
( rga n
" Pra y er"
Th a yer
Pre! ud
ad-vertisin- g.
prize fights. As 1 see it, God has tired of their defiance
oooooooo
0
Volcal Solo "Calvary"
of Him. I believe he has allowed this disaster, awful as OOOOOOOOOOOOO
Mr. Heatherlngton.
it is, to rebuke tl,e people for their awful disregard for
Vocal Duet
Him."
0
Mrs. F. B. Arters and Mr. Heatherlngton.
Hft
When Christ was on earth, his disciples asked him,
Vocal Solo "The Perfect Life"
Z 1 Li x- -x
concerning a certain blind man, who it was that had
Hartwell Join
Mrs. Arters.
sinned, the man or his parents, that he had beeu born
Organ Prelude "March"
Clark AV
bliud. The reply of the Master was against the supposi- a oooocv-soooock- "
3000 pairs men's fine shoes
Invitation is extended to
tion that physical evil conies upon people as punishment
That there is extraordinary prosperity in this conn ail A tocordialabove
services.
the
disfor sin; and to enforce this doctrine, he asked the
try is proven bv figures furnished by Duns commercial
1000 pairs women's fine shoes
0
ciples If those upon whom the tower in Siloani fell and iigencv. The average selling price of products has gone
$
UNIVERSITY NEWS
slew them, were sinners above all the dwellers in Jeru- up perhaps 35 p;-- cent in the last decade. .The cost of
1000 pairs misses' and children's fine
salem; and whether the Galilean who.--e blood Pilate living lias pone up even above the high prices of a year
0
Monday
on
held
be
Galiion
imKamina.!
mingled with their sacrilices were sinners above all
ago.
There is a superstition that inventions and
and Tuesday of commencement woel.
shoes.
facilities
leans. But, then, there have been preachers, through nil provements in machinery and increased
0
beggcl
to
from
differ
the
But
who
have
era.
Christian
prices.
in
the
transportation bring a constant decline
'lie Conimeneement Committee i
Master.
the fact is that prices, generally are higher today than seini'ng out invitati. ns and notice
That nature is a vast system of laws, which work out they have
of the annual closing exercises.
at any other time in the last twenty-fiv- e
0
--.1
tv - ;:;.., V
'?wr. vi
o
their ends and purposes regardless of man's moral recti- yea
The contestants for the annual ora
whom'.'
for
tude or terpitude, was the teaching of Christ just as it is
Thh- is a line showing of prosperity.
But
contest are Taseher, Keller 0
us- a Jwn'
l
V5V-V- I
the teaching of all modern science; and tr.at Cod,
Me.tt... .ontn.l'.ed by the beef trust, are higher than in V: ti lit, lil'eld and Miss Huggett.
f.
t(.;-.v.-;.A'vtSfcV ''-- 4 i'-.with
ing weary of man's iuiiiuiety, destroys the innocent
Vitus. That Is prosperity for the Armours,
as ;' Swift. an Cuiiahys.
the guilty, was as contrary to the teaching of .Its-itLsi.inosa Is preparing a paper 0
Butter, eggs, fruits and vegetables,
"N.-vMexican Spanish," for Si oil
is contrary to present day ideas of justice and right.
controlled by the refrigerating private car system, are
Notes, to he published
TheGod of a hundred years ago, compared with the "..., l
at the same rate of prices. This means pros- - ft:
future.
of today, is t lie same being, but the change in man's pi rtiy for tie- same crowd unless each community raise
0
conception of him bhows that man himself has grown i.s own supplies. Clothing, controlled by the woolens
d tho ar
l'r.
light
bigger, better, wiser, more generous and merciful. God tru.--t, is holier. Practically everything that the people
t's plans at t'le assembly perio. 0
has not changed, but men certainly have and vastly for
.v.av. and gave the student!
and which is coin rolled by trusts is constantly
the better.
mounting up in price,
ilea of Lie regents' genera!
i in iriiveliii ills.
Hui are wag.-mounting up. too? Kvery man can
It Is said that the liiv insurance companies stand answer the question for himself. If the general level ot
A at'it- of the Inter-Clasresult
alone between San Francisco and bankruptcy. By delay wages in your line of work lias gone up 33 per cent In
held at Traction Park, last
n.eit,
ing payment of policies, by n fusing to settle where the decade, you ire still holding your own. If they have
Alvord. Allen. Ileald,
day.
earthquake was the first cause of the loss, by themselves gone up ii. in. than that, you are sharing in tho pros
Ta.n-heand Keller will const
going into bankruptcy in a dozen ways the companies perity. If they have 'not gone up that much, the prosteam t represent the
v :n the
Intercollegiate
track
could easily complete the luin of San Francisco. Instead perity of the trusts is partly coming out of your pocket.
as Criu-es- ,
net Friday. May 4.
of taking every legal advantage the lire associations arc Genuine prosperity is not so much a matter of more dolto the dire emer- lar for t!ie few lis ot more just reward for the labor
rising courageously even heroically
seats for "She
ale of
gency. Their loss is lully $1 r.o.in ui.i om. With some ot w hii h cr, ati s all
ps to Conquer," t
be niven by
a
payment
will take every dollar of
tho companies full
nivirsity students at Fiks' opera
'
surplus that has been built up by years of careful busie en Thursday evening, opens at
Scripture Examination.
ness. Others will exhaust their assets a tit assess their
on Monday. Several hundred
boys, We read that duriiiH-M.School Inspector--Nostockholders. Not a dollar of obligation is to be cvad. d. It the del. ine N'.liIi
birds out of the ark that he miht i;: 's have already been sold tn this
and when the curtain rises at
these things be true, the fire Insurance companies are h.niA by their ivi urn if tin-rwere any hUnH of dry land. J'
on Thursday evening every seat
deserving of much and hearty approval.
me. Johnny
Can you
bow many birds were,
house will no doubt be taken.
NOTICE.
.nit?
of patrons of this perf.ir- Wholesale liquor and Clar Dealers
A week from today, I.as Vegas will bohl the tlrst
.1.
v
i 1- .- Four,
,,.
pieas-eI am prepared to take parties of any
&
nearly all of
includes
"
Campbell
system of dry farmconvention to discuss the
!t;,.
School Impec tin-- X.
number to any point la the mountains,
ime them.
's most prominent people.
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whlnkles, Moet
ing, than which no one question is of p renter importance
during the com lug season, in my wagJ. It - h li st, tile r.ivi n.
Cnandon White Seal Champagne. St. Louis A. U. C. Bohemian and
I' YOU WANT TO ENJOY A onette, the "Minnehaha." at reasona.1. II
to New Mexico. A number of able men from the various
The second and third are not mentioned, but COOD
Jos. Sehlitz Milwaukee Bottled Heers, and owners and dlstriButon
SUNDAY DINNER, PATRON-!-K C. WARUWEbL,
ble rates.
agricultural colleges of the urid region, will be present we read of tho dove b, in,; .eat forth liirininy ham (Finof the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
FIFTY-CENb'.reet.
REGULAR
Arno
THE
823
South
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 Mouta First
and address the convention. Albuipieniiie will derive land) I'ost.
SUNDAY DINNER AT ZEIGER'S
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexlca.
ranch benefit by having a good delegation present.
4School Inspector (J.jud boy; no on.
want
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Nothing more

ing to the average small
boy than the BLOUSE
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shapes that stylish dressers
wili wear, but come in and
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carefully inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.
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THE BURNED AND SHAKEN CITY
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'Go-Car-

J50CIAL GATHERINGS

and Carriages

Cruccs, Mav 2 and 3. lie and His Family Passed
I
evnlne at their dge room a
en Second street, th. members
For which Preparations
of
Through the Earthquake
Harmony lodge No. 1, Independent
order of odd Fellows, entertained
Are Being Made.
Without Injury.
themselves and gentlemen friends,

ts

At Las

M.

0. Chadbournc

.as---

Returns From a Three Days'

and Gives Graphic
Picture of Conditions There at Present.

Stay in San Francisco,

OUTLINE OF PROGRAM AND PAR ADE

which was written, "Shot for lootM. (. Ciiadlxmrnc. who left. Albuquerque for San Francisco shortly r ing." Ho stated that owing to the
regulars, the police, n
militia,
tlio news of the earthquake had vigilancethe
omimittc-and various citiKeen received In this city, to search zens' committees being armed and iu
property, etc.,
for his father and brother, whom he the field protecting
thought were In the stricken city at there wns more or less confusl.n for
the time of the shook, nas returned, awhile, but that General Funston had
end tells an interesting story of the brought order out of chaos nnd had
sr ent s he saw during his three lays' the sitUR'tion well jn hand.
"I visited San Jose for half a day,
visit In the city of ashes and ruins.
"I was in the ruined city three and the ruin there s a result of the
days," said Mr. Chadlomne, in con- earthquake is greater than in San
T
.Mr.
tve
snid
Francisco,"
Chadbourne.
versation with a n"ire-enta- t
The livening Citizen thU morning, "Piattieally the whole town Is In
"and the sipl'.ta I saw lieggar descrip- ruins, and a there :is bu: one fire
tion. I found, upon my arrival there, c.f any moment, ail the damage was
that, my father was in San lMepo at 'done by the sh.ck. Tho ruin is pretthe time of .the quake, and my brother ty general all over the city, not conlofining itself to any particular
in Minneapolis.
"The conditions prevailing In the cality. San Jose, in spite of its own
disaster-strickecity today are excel- mislortune. Is caring for about 40,000
lent, as far as food and water are refugees daily, who have fled to that
concerned. The sewer system is not city from Frisco.
"There is a humorous side to the
injured in the least a.nd Is In operation. The water supply is abundant, situation, as well as the hornpr of it
aa the refugees in Golden Gate park all. A friend of mine, A. H. Vail,
whole-- i
have thrte lakes of pure, clear water president of the Sanborn-Vai- l
sa.lo picture frame Jiouse, vouches for
from wbJch 13 draw their supply.
"The italk of great fissures in the the. truth of the following:
"Shortly after the fire had been
earth ia newspaper sensationalism.
in the Webster district, a block
The only places where there Is any
evidence of such is in the districts from where Mr. Vail lives, orders were
,
or "made" ground has issued that no fires would be allowed.
where filled-InBunk from two to four feet below the Imagine the military's surprise, then,
to observe sparks and flames shooting
level of the rest of the earth.
"San Francisco is a mass of ruins. up from a disabled chimney that same
Everything east of Van Ness .avenue evening.
Is gone.
"The police and soldiers entered
There is no question about
that- - The Spreckles, ict Call building, the house and found the mistress
the Fairmount and St. Francis hotels, busily engaged in cooking meat on a
and one or two others, are standing stove in which was a roaring fire.
" Madame"
and can be repaired, but the rest are
said the officer in
charge, 'don't you know that is against
a total wreck.
"The Cliff house, which it was re the rules?'
run-tehad slipped into the sea, is
"'I don't care if it is.' retorted the
hardly damaged, only two panes of lady, 'this Is my house, and I'm goglass being broken.. I visited almost ing to :ok some meat for my cat,
every district in the city and found it the whole town burns down.'
"The other story is to the fleet that
the sanitary conditions, the sewer
system, the watr and food supply, in a groceryman in the district near
excellent shape. There is no fear ft Green and Webster, opened his store
an epidemic whatever.
for the selling of provisions and a
"Our home at the northeast corner large crowd immediately gathered
of Bush nnd Leavenworth, was de- around, wanting to purchase the nec-- I
stroyed by fire, but as we were in- essarles of life. Two women sta d in
tending to raze the building and erect the line, which was a block or more
an apartment house on the site, we long, and after much Jostling nnd
don't feel that we have lost anything pushing, managed to reach the counby the fire."
ter where the grocer was handing out
Mr. Chadbourne stated
that the goods.
estimated number of looters and oth"When asked what they wanted,
ers shot by the military and iollce, one lady replied, 'A nickle's" worth of
was placed variously at from ioo to peppermint candy,' while the other
200.
lie reported seeing six bodies strenuously
demanded 'A dime's
sewed in sacks with tags thereon, on worth, of chewing gum.' "

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Ins Cruccs. N. M.. April 2S. The
annual . encampment of the Grand
Army of the Republic will be held
here mxt Wednesday and Thursday,
May 2 nnd .1, and already preparations
are being made by those having the
encampment in charge, for the entertaining of an exceptionally large number of visitors.
The deiHutnu ni headquarters
will
e a; the law office of Commander R
A. Chaffee, the secret sessions will
he held in fie court house, beginning
at 10 o'clock Wednesday morning, and
a "stag" dinner will be given at the
armory building at noon, after which
tho visitors will be taken for a drive
thrcugh the valley. In the afternoon
a. session will
be licld at the cottrt
house tor the purpose of electing off-

nf-te-

1

'

icers.
In the evening at 7: 30 o'clock the
parade will form in front of the con-

j

sul-due-

vent building, the oldest posts of the
department at the right and the local
post at the left, all veterans and members of tho G. A. K. falling In with
the Phil Sheridan post. The militia,
under command of Lieutenant Colonel
Kugone Van Patten and Captain Rex
Hrt, and the batallion of cadets will

d

follow.

BERNALILLO COUNTY
DISTRICT COURT
Gutierrez Murder Case Goes
to Jury After a Very
Tedious Trial.
DEFENDANT'S

LIFE

BALANCE

IN

The twelve men who served on the
Jury sitting in the trial of Toribio
Gutierrez, charged with murdering
one Solomon Gallegos at I.os Ix'iitcs,
Valencia county, is August, iyi)3,
which occupied the attention of the
court from Thursday morning until
noon today, got a taste of what serving on the jury really means. A majority of them were in the jury box
during the greater part of Thursday,
all of Friday and more than half of
today, and during that time neither
ate not slept out of sight of a deputy
sheriff, so careful and vigorous were
tho rules of tho court enforced to see
that the defendant secured a fair and
Impartial trial.
The attorneys finished their arguments at noon and at 1:30 this afternoon Judge Abbott read to the jury
covering eight closely
Instructions
typewritten pages.
The length of time which has
elapsed since the alleged crime was
committed and the fact that it has
now been tried twice, the first trial
having been heard before Judge B. S.
Baker iu 1U04, has given the public
quite a thorough knowledge of the
case and the circumstances
under
which Solomon Gallegos was allot.
Tho defendant, acting as a deputy
sheriff, of Valencia county, attempted
to arrest Gallegos, who, it is claimed,
had just shot two people, for a purpose not mentioned at tho trial. On
going to Los I.entes, where Gallegos
was known to be stopping at the
house of a friend, Gutierrez had gathered around him eleven deputy hher-ift- 's
and many of these wore witnesses
for tho defense- at the present trial.
Gallegos came out of i house just as
tho posse iirrivi'd in i.os I.entes, and,
according to witnessey, carriej a pistol in 1, is hand. Several witnesses
testified that (Jaii' .L'os was attempting
to use
weapon, when iot by Gutierrez, while others
that in
their opinion, t'H. killtmr was unjusti1

Main
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The Albuquerque Woman's club
yesterday
afternoon
in their
rooms ln the Commercial club building, presided over by Mrs. Ray. Sev
eral interest ing papers were reatl
during the meeting, which was opened with a parliamentary drill of
minutes' duration, conducted by
vrs. tiortien. Among ttiem were
Woman's Conception of a Women in
by
Same."
Mrs.
Borden; "Metal
Wwkers and Weavers of the American Desert," by Mrs. Casstdy; and
"Interior Decorations," by M: '.Hinck
ley.
Mrs. Ed. Otero favor
those
present with several vocal r, '.eotions,
in her own inimitable ma:. ' r. The
deeds to the lots on West ' Id avenue, upon which the club
II srect
a home for themselves, were received
at yesterday's meeting, and the plans
for tho building, which have l.ingbecn
completed, have boon iplaced in the
hands of the contractor. Soon the
Woman's club of Albuquerque will be
comfortably established
perma
in
nent quarters of their own, which will
compare favorably with any other
club's premises in the city.
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No. 117 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
THERE'S MANY A SLIP
TWIXT CIGAR AND
v

p,

A.

tle better tuUf than they had in the
po.hly,
first Kame, to he cuiKiilHi:--1to vigorous iir.utice, and now since
another week of practice they pel
quite confident of
that 2" per
(fil of the Kate receipts that has been
Keltiiit; away from them. Tim Hrmwis
need the iiieney and t!.y are suing
,

J. RICHARDS

11314 WEST

t
i

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH
1

20

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

RAILROAD

AVENUB.

Fines! Whiskies

i

Wines, Brandies.Etc.

J

SAMPLE AND

0

West Railroad Avenue

CLUB ROOMS

f

THE FIRST LESSON
IN BREAD

MAKING.

the most Important of all: that
the eelectlon of proper flour.
There Is no difficulty about this It
Empress flour is chosen. It 1 so
good and makes such eweet, wait
and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The bert
bread makers use It for that very
reason.
Is
Is

2J
A

M. BERGER,

most new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1
Lambert; 1 Manhatton; 1 Chicago;
1
Fox,
(almost new); 2
1
Densmore, No. 4, (al-

Wholesale Agent,

Call-graph- s;

X

Z

114 West Copper Ave.

most new.

The

ahovo

machines must be

sold at r nce, to mako room for my
ni'w stock of Underwood type-

0

writers. We guarantee those machines to be just as represented,
nnd they can lie bought at real
bargains.
401

a

G. S. RAMSAY,

West Railroad Avenue.

OLD

ALBUQUERQUE CATHEDRAL

ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL CLUB

Grand Central Hotel

BUILDING.

AUSTRIAN

CHINA

Furniture and Crockery
BORRADAILE & CO.,

00OtOOiOtO0000

117 Gold Avenue

0000KKK0

IT HELPS THE HOUSEWIFE

'iry

Larrjp

STORMING?

Rooms.

Prices Very

MRS. OWEN

Proprietor.

EVENING

A

'R

I
THE

8:30

I I

CUESTS UNANNOUNCED?
'The Telephone
order
extra supplies.

Shop by Telephone.

DINSDALE.

29

j

The Human Fly,
MARVELOUS SHONE.
CRAY & HOWARD.

TOO TIRED TO CO?

HUSBAND DETAINED?
Ho can. Telephone.

Use the Telephone.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

..

Z
m

YOUR

HOME

2

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

oo oo oo

choc

o

ooooooooxkW

LOOSR LEAF

0. W. Strong's Sons
STROXQ

MADELYN SHONE.
.!'b Car lina Coon Sliouter.

ALL

KINDS

AND

SIZES

BLOCK.

UNDERTAKERS

!

Adults, J5

.

Firk... Mcintosh

Base Ball in

I

cents

Browns

Barelas

.

uv

let-up-

mitl

Aj-ri-

av

q

Lift

,
But never a slip-uor
la tkd
original high quality of tho
Lily brand. No guessing about It
any more it's been on the market
long enough to prove lta work. Hay
you ever smoked a live cent 'W1UW
LIlyT
No? Good day to try one out.

One new No. 6 Smith Premier,
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premiers,
No. 2; 3 Smith Premier, No. 1;
3 No. 2 Remlngtong; 1 No. S Rem.
Ington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
tabulator; 1 No. 5 Densmore, (al-

i

i

Junes

whom are druggists of many
years' experience.

Secondhand Typewriter Bargains

nee of
First A
Th.
THE
SHONE
FAMILY,
v
Hui'ir.fc'l:.
h
.ereim-Hihi
OVERTURE,
sketch, entitled
altitude, pr. sumahly, laid In a comedy aero!
d
u (Jii the
Niitht in Ohl Town."
Alvarado porch. last
"A CKH.M
KHIAND."
evei.ini.', to take a i a eful muoze,
hut
to the rudeness of Officer
ADMISSION:
cents; Children, 5
(luiy, who d!. urhed him, his ir:p was
of .'hurt iliiia-iunThis inoniiim he
vs.
b ad guilty to driinkenijess hii.I
vias
s;ivi n five las.
ADMISSION, 23 cents
GRANDSTAND TRIE.
Stuf.i Tin.,' lull Fl.M'.n. who n.ide his
i!
ay from td, .ha:ti Kan..', iiay
O
iieiure
ierd.iy was
out ,'f
tae dark cll, this moriiiiih', and seem-'A I bu q u e
ue
VVorks
to be more ban willini; to be nool
Uih.ami work.
Street
Cumini
0
fMay
$ 8.1.1
HALL, Proprietor
July
$ s.t;u
Tierm-h:m t the iapnand A
'fen and Ura.-- - i ustlnga; ore, Cial and Lumber
iha.".:
l'Ut him ai hard labor.
Pulleys, Grab- liars. Babbit Metal; C'oljitc and Iron Front.
These are d.ijs when men put in
C
Buildings.
About half their titiio
THE REGULAR FIFTY-CENDIN
They'd like to drop their work and NER
Itopalr on Mlnlnt and mill Machinery a
AT THE 2EIGER RESTAU
spend
Foundry
east Ue of railroad times.
Albsqierfss, H. u.
RANT
TOMORROW.
FROM
12
TO 31
Tl. . i, i twj wevr.s a fioiiin'.
P. M. THE BEST IN THE CITY.

BROWNS BELIEVE THIRD TIME IS ers. $."') I'.l'i; fed ewes. H.Z"iit.
A CHARM AND HOPE TO WIN.
Provisions.
Chicago.
2S. Follow ins
There is volni; iu he another name losin; (Hotations tnlay:
of base hail al Traction park Sunday,
Wll. Lit
the third to he played Pel ween tnu May
July.
li.ireias (Ira: s and the AlhuiR-i'(UCorn
llrowns, and so far lli" tirays have May
July.
tliey
lieen viitorinus. Two weeks
Oa:s
walloped tiie lirowas unmercifully, a May
Ju!
they wala pel the lirewns,
week
Pork
hut in this L'an.e tliey were a little May
$1
1 11.77 '
more tin rcifiil tii.ui the
iiieviuas.
I. a r
Sunday the liiowns aiiowtj a lit- Mav
$
Ju'y
$ s.r.r.

will receive the personal care of one of the firm
both of

BASE BALL, SUNDAY, TRACTION

Baton Jujrglinsr.

a

M.

The Williams Drug Co.

PARK; 25c, GRAND STAND FREE.

PAUL SHONE,
h:!d a:- " the Homan

liancc s

Albuquerque, fi.

EPHANT,

JAMES EVERETT,
In

Railroad Ave.,

0

YOURS
FOR THE
TAKING-FR- EE
LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL-

It::..:-- .

K-.- l

weth-

308-31-

-- TO

There will bo a meeting of the ves
try of St. John's Episcopal church this
evening at. 8 o'clock, In the vestry,
rooms of the church.

2:30 AFTERNOON

,

'1";

Mlberi Faber

VAUDEVILLE AT CASINO

Si :i)AV,

PRICES ARE THE
LOWEST.

H

....

s

OUR

Your Prescriptions, If Entrusted

The Iowa club, which is now aUoit
sixty strong in this city, held Its regular social session last evening in the
Guild hall of St. John's Episcopal
church, and was ln the nature of a
farewell reception to Mr. and Mrs. J.
R. Foulks, whim will soon depart for
Salt. Iike, Utah, where 4hey Intend
residing in tho future. A large number of guests were present and the
evening was delightfully passed In
nn.l Jnlnl
Plllllea mucin
'
. .
f
I"
.
I
mnnts
v. newcomer,
mio. v..
Lne
president of tho club, presided, and
during the evening Messrs. IYrter-fielRollins and Faulks responded to
toasts.

11.-20- 0

Kan-n-

all modern Improvements,
rubber tired and patent back
device.

fif-t'e-

MARKETS
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..Prettily Upholstend..
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Joe Uibo. of he Hilo Mercnnlll
ct'tnpmy, of Bernalillo, arrived this
morning on No, 4 from Ij9 Angeles.
He was in San Francisco at the time
of the earthquake, with his wife and
little daughter,
stopping with his
brother-in-lawHerman Block, on Webster strtHt, he being the manager of
th
Bibo
Mercantile company. He
says that all newsjwper descriptions
are too mild to picture the suffering
of thousands of people. When the fire
threatened m pvohs Van Wb menu,.
the police warned all Inhabitants of
ine
addition to vacate their
houses. Two nights he slei t In I
fajette square in the opeu. A ft tr sev
eral unsuccessful attempts to reach
the ferry with his wife and child and
hi flunks 111 one of t.ho procorv
ons of bis brother-in-law- ,
he finally
succeeded, by an accident in reaching
the ferry and later Ixw Anireles. wher
he left Mrs. Bilw and daughter.
time he attempted the journey to
m ierry, nis wagon was seized by
the authorities for
other, till at last, an act of charity
on nis iart, in orTerlng to lake a sick
woman niong wlttt his folks to the
ferry, enabled him to reach there
ultimately. The Invalid woman lying
on a mat;r.ss ;n the vaon obviated
his lxdng pressed into service again.
The lack of water for two dnv una
a great hardship. Luckily, Los Angeles had sent sevtra.1 vir
t.Ij nt
oranges and these could be had in any
quaiMiiy tor the asking, thus relieving the thirst of thousands. Luckily,
his brother-in-law'- s
house was well
stocked with provisions. Those less
fortunate stood in lone lines million.
aires Of the dav before.
men
children, and old and young woaiien
an m perfect harmony, patiently waiting their turn. Each receiver! ii'n r- tatoes. one egg, a tin of corn, toma
toes or some other articles, and a
loaf of bread. The silent, heroic fortitude of the masses was beyond description and had a rather depressing
influence, yet a few cheerful face
and a few cheerinir remnrka j flan
changt.il the nsiect of the whole camp
'n a. lew minutes.

.

.1

a

which proved highly intercsUng to
the rather largo assemblage. During
the course of the evening a fine mu
sical ami vocal program was ren-- i
dered, after which tho Schono family!
.t ncronau ntd their stunts for the
delectation of those attending. It. A.
Sleyster delivered a strong nnd pleas-inaddress- on tlrtil.a Veil
llttlk.
was closely followed by"l'"ellljl,
those, pres
ent, .n. i., m evens was master of
ctremonles for the evening, which
passed off very pleasantly, refreshments being served and different
giHsts responding to toasts. At the
business tesslon held early In the evening, lk was voted to add $.".0 to the
fund t r the relief of the San Francisco sufferers, which carried unanimously, and tiho additional money
will be sent to representatives of the
Odd Fellows in 'Frisco.

Ar-mlj-

Kansas City Live Stock.
Fannie S. Weisenfiuh.
Ciiv, Mo.. April l:S. Cattle
Mrs. I'.tnni,. S. V.
:::;ed 27
ip:s, t!t; market steady; na.rs. died at si. .,,splf.s hospitjl
tive s'eers. ll.f.-ijCfiable.
xmtlieni
ll:is n;orn:iiu iir 7:IN a. m., . f mhi
.
cows,
The j'iry t j. , ;r
:!i
$2.5o$i
k ;!.! .J.'I.T" ''i ":
utter a residence in ihf.
'
as The Citizen fines to pies
rs and it I'ders:i:l i. 1"
'of six weeks. The r. mains will he
in confinement, lioldinii the iff ot t he n:rivf cows and heifers, $2.r.o? 1.1 o; haipp
.Io.. tier former
rn, west- home 'd totomorrow morning,
hulls. IJtil.L'j; calves.
defendant in the balance.
aeeoni-ern fed steers. S.i.r.it-;- r,.4ii vt,,,u ni pani
by the hnsl.and of tie- tie-ws, $2..j'K I .In.
THE BROWNS AND
e::.-e
and his bister.
Sheep Receipts, none; market Is
GRAYS AGAIN TOMORROW nominally steady;
nni'tons, fl'iOff;
POLICt COURT
t

STORY OF HIS EXPERIENCE

1.

,

For the youthful heir, In original
and novel designs, are among the
lately arrived goods. We have them

with a "(.tag" party in observance of
the eighty-seventanniversary
of
the founding of the lodge in America,

The line of march will be north on
street t.i the Don Bernardo hotel, thence west to the rink, where a
reception will be tendered to commander in Chief Corporal James B.
the visiting chief, from
Washington, D. C.
On Thursday, at 10 o'clock a. m., a
camp fire will be opened at the rink,
to which the general public is invited. At this meeting all unfinished
business will he concluded. Speeches
will be made by the commander
in
chier, and others, and the officers for
the ensuing year will be Installed.
At noon Thursday the ladies of the
Woman's
Inrpniivement association
will serve dinner, after which the
guests and visitors will again be taken
over the valley and to the college.
The address of welcome will be
made by Department Commander Jacob Ketmer of Santa Fe, followed by
addresses of welcome by Post Commander R A. Chaffee and Isldoro
on behalf of D. na Ana count v. SOLID FIRE INand responses by the commander in
SURANCE COMPANY
chief and others.
The town is already lxJng decorated with flags and hunting and is takChicago, April 25, 190G.
ing on a holiday attire and appear- F. H. Kent & Company, Agents, Albuquerque. New Mexico.
ance.
At the present writing, owing probably to the crippling of the telegraph
MORTUARY
service and the possible destruction of
the company's books at San Francisafter it with renewed vigor and the
Gattano
co, we have no estimate of the probPalladino.
fact that Koy McDonald is behind
Gactano Talladino, aged DS years, able loss of this company at that
the bat will help restore confidence,
Koy has promised to play and he will d.ed at his residence, corner of point.
We are officially advised, however,
keep his word if he doesn't lose his Fourth street and Marquette avenue,
nvrxe over night. Gallegos and Pet- - this morning at 9:20 o'clock, after a that all losses, however great they
tus will form the battery for the Ba-- ! short illness, surrounded by his fam- may be, will be promptly adjusted and
relas bunch. The line-ti- p.
of the ily, with tho exception of one daugh- paid In full from funds supplied diter. Mrs. Michael Berardintili, now in rectly bj the home office of the comBrowns will be as follows:
Kuuz,
second
base; McDonald, Sar.'a Fe. Deceased was well known pany, leaving tho present United
catcher; Ortiz, center field; Hale, left in Albuquerque, having made his home States assets amounting to $12,235,-000.0- 0
field; Koy, third base; Neher, first in this part of the territory since
intact for the security of the
base; Clancy, short stop; Collins, 1885, when he first came to Albu- policyholders ln the United States.
Wo believe that you will bo gratiright field; Wilson, pitcher; Quier, querque, from Woodstxk. Md where
he settled after having immigrated to fied to learn that the splendid record
Cosgrove, Merritt, substitutes,
It is a shame to ask neonle tn nav this country ln 1S72. from Kisarnl. of tho company in its prompt pay- 5 cents admission to see such games Italy, where he wa born. Besides the ment of over $7,000,000.00 in the great
as me previous ones, lor after last "auguier in santa Fe, who will ar-- ' conllngration at Chicago,
Boston,
Sunday's game many complaints were rive to night to attend the funeral, Portland, Jacksonville and Baltimore,
1,
..
a
twl
..o
on
If to
i
uvj K.
it.
ia iu V.a
fwnu, huh
uupt'u iuuci. a ftrsivuovA
mitt? muiis, it
iiuriice, will be fully maintained at San Frangood article of the national eport will Nick and Mike, all residents of this cisco, and no deviation from the settled policy of the company to meet its
bo dinned un for the natrons nf the city, and a dauehtor. Mrs. Kiln cirm
game at Traction park tomorrow af Ului a resident of Alhuouernne. Da obligation promptly and liberally will
ceased was a contractor by profes- occur.
lernoon.
This liberality of treatment, as you
sion, and during the past four yeais
had been engaged as superintendent know, is unquestioned by the insuring
of construction for Hon. Felix Mar- public, nnd considering the fact that
tinez, former owner of the El Paso the company has paid the enormous
News, who Is erecting large buildiugs sum of $100,611, on 1. do to its policyin that city. He also conducted
STOCK - MONEY
a holders in the United States, you can
WOOL
METAL
large grocery store in Albuquerque, feel assured in the future, as in the
and had heavy interests here, besides past, that the company with its vast
r
erecting a beautiful and substantial resources will furnish to its patrons
St. Louis Wool Market.
home at the corner of Fourth 6treet not only prompt and liberal treatment
St. Louis. Mo., April
Wool and Marquette avenue.
He was a in payment of losses, but absolute sesteady and unchanged.
member of the Fraternal Union lodge curity in times of great disaster.
We are pleasi d to advise y"u that
in which organization he carried
New York Money Market.
underwriting policy of the comthe
service's
insurance.
The
funeral
New York, April 28. Money on
will continue the same In the
call, n mlnal; no loans; prime mer-- j will take place Monday morning at 9 pany
as In the past.
per cent, liar o'clock from ihe Immaculate Concep- future
candle paper, 5'4So
Yours tmlv.
tion church. Interment n Santa Barsilver, tiic.
WILLIAM s". WAURRN,
bara cemetery.
Resident Secretary.
Chicago Live Stock.
c.eo: h. moorio,
fcO.
Alocius Sanchez.
v.mttKw,
vuuie
iiii
v.
john thomas.
Aloclu8 Sanchez, aged 42 yiars,
200; market ffeady;
beeves,
Assistant Secretaries.
$t.50(f 0.1 5 ; cows and heifers, ll.aifi, died at St. Joseph's hospital shortly
".10; storkirs
and feeders, fi.uO'ti before 2 o'clock this afternoon, after TONICHT! TONIGHT!
TONIGHT!
a short illness. Deceased was for6.15.
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
She-- p Receipts, 3.000; market is merly a resident of Belen, where he
steady; sheep, $3.2r?i 5.75; yearlings, was employed by the John Becker ELEPHANT.
company. The remains, accompanied
5.30 ifj 0.80; lambs, $5ti 7.40.
Pi;; f' ieken (ll:mir at the Columby two brothers of the dvceas. d, will
bus In tel tomorrow. 25 cents.
Closing Stock Quotations.
be shipped t Helen for interment.
New York,
April 28. Folhiwin
were e!eing quotations today:
Highland Jersey Dairy.
Cecitia B. Erust.
Atchison, common
88
C'ecitla n. leriist .l.nii.titf... .,t i...
Atchison, preferred
Margaret
and .
Erust, of 1008 St. John
.leo4
,
i ii v. t.,
GOOD MILK AND CREAM.
New York Central
ii, iiiMji ri:. I'll.. i 0.1 i:isr ,.v. n.
Pennsylvania
inj; at 9 o'clock of eczema and gen.135
SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.
. 69 i eral weakness, aged
Southern Pacillr
four months .and
twenty-seveIjOu
I'nion Pacific, common . .
days. The funeral serv- ('.do. i.hoiie, J!i;.. vi.
B'wav.
.lUi
I'n ion Pacific, preferred . .
92
.
ices will lie In Id tomorrow afternoon
Copper
.101". at 3 o'clock from the Immaculate
I'. S. S., common
.
3'.i'4 Coi eej.t i,n
:mrcli.
jn
interment
V. S. S., preferred
.11.5
S.inta liail.ar.-- ecniete-v- .
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JEMEZ HOT
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STAGE LINE

Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

MONUMENTS
201-21-

N. Second St.. Both

Phone.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Carries the United States mall;
only line with a change of atock en LIVERY. SALE FEED AND TRANfr
8TABLES
route: good rlga, horses and drivers; Horses andFU
Mules bought and ex.
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
,
cuaDgeu.
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. Foi
particulars, address W. L. Trltnbld A BEST TUUNOUT8 IV THH CITT
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J
Second street, between Railroad a4
U. CLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.
Copper aveouea.
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PRACTICAL

JOKE MADE
EXPENSIVE
Lady Sent Letter Through
Mail to Fool

Her

day afternoon there will be a mooting for men In the Town hall, a mect-I- n
gfor women at tho baptist church
and a meeting for boys at the Old
South church. Sunday evening the
convention will close with a Harlow
Memorial.
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TWENTY-FIFT-

EVENING

CITIZEN.

H

ANNUAL MEETING

8ATUROAY, APRIL 28, 1906.

Conditions approach
WHEN TALL "CALL" BUILD- be ideal in the business
ING WAS A SMOKESTACK world
when everyone
with

-

V "

L

Liiumem
(Price

LAX METHOD OF GIVING
HONORS IN BAVARIA.
Munich. April 28. Several curiam
cases have become public Just now,
which Illustrate the rather lax manner In which record of decorations
conferred is kept In Bavaria. On the
birthday of the
of the
prince regent, a number cf decora-

lat
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Of New Mexico Medical Asso

Held

ciation to Be
Here May

2-- 3.

BANQUET

TENDERED

WEDNESDAY

;a(

'"ft

v

ILITTILE
g DOCTOR

tions were bestowed upon various
persons. Among these honors was
Nephew, But
the conferment of the Ludwig's medal
on llerr Basil, a promlmW theatrical
manager. It has Just leaked out that
TO PAY $7.00 FOR IT Heir Basil had been honored with
that very same decoration many years
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An
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come has a bank account and pays
his bills by check.
Ninety per cent of the business
is done by check. Why? Because
It la safe. Because it is more convenient than handling the Cioney.
Because tlie chances of error are
less.
You do not have to da an extensive business In order to have
a checking account. Small accounts are welcome as well as
large ones, and all receive the
same careful attention.

The twenty fifth annual meeting of
the New Mexico Medical association,
will lie hld In this city Wednesday
and Thursday, May 2 and 3, In the
oocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:o Commercial club rooms, and preparaHAD
A
Antiseptic A friend In tions have been made for the enterGood
ago.
f deleIs a bottle of peroxide of tainment, of a large number
unch
homes
is hydrogen.
case
territory.
more
remarkable
all
over
gates
even
An
the
from
a
antiseptic
and
an
Trip
is
It
Young Woman Makes
Augusta Lyncker, medicinal ngent but Is a stranger In
that, cf Fraulein
The president of the association,
who, owing to red tape delay, was at too many places. A cut. scratch, com Dr. P. G. Cornish, of this city, states
From End to End
last to receive the Cross of Merit for sore, pimple, sore mouth, sore throat, that, he anticipates a larger attendHE BANK OF COMMERCE
services rendered in the Bavarian or blood poison, will give way before ance at. this meeting than at any pre1
.
r !
Africa.
of
during the Franco-Prussia- It. Use It for all abrasions of the vious meeting. Among the prominent
(leld hospitals
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW
MEXICO
physicians and surgeons of New Mexwar. The lady In question skin.
ico who will be In attendance. In ad-- 0could not be found, and only Just
1
r.oi ihi, April 28. The documents in now it has been discovered mat sne
Castoria. It Is not necessary to pay dition to those who reside In Albu:
years. fifty cents for a bottle of castoria querque, are Thomas B. Hart, of
r n
an Interesting case, which occupied has been dead for twenty-eigh- t
when it can be duplicated for ten Raton, first, vice president of the asthe attention of the Imperial Postal
authorities, anil of the Bochum imtal NEW JERSEY BANKERS
cents. Put five cents worth or senna sociation; S. M. lane, of Silver City,
LISTEN TO GOOD TALKS. leaves into a pint of water and let third vice president, of the associaauthorities have Just been filed. They
..SANTA
Atlantic City, N. J., April 28. The it boil down to one-ha- lf
pint, strain, tion; R. K. Mcltrlde, of lyas Cruces,
divulge an Interesting story of a practical joke, which sadly failed. A lady annual convention of the New Jersey add enough granulated sugar to make secretary of the association; H. M.
thin syrup and three drops or oil Smith, of Las Vegas, treasurer of
in Itochum, wishing to hoax her young Bankers' association opened here yes
Effective December JO,X905
nephew, domiciled In a neighboring terday at the Chelsea hotel. Tho at of wintergreen. The dose Is the same tho association; W. U. Tipton and B.
D. Black, of Ijis Vegas; S. D. Swope,
town, bought, a tablet of chocolate, tendance is unusually largo and more as the castoria we buy.
Eastbound.
O
Westbound.
of Denting ; Charles F. Bees on, of
and posted it to him In an envelope, representative than ever before in the
of the Roswell; J. R. Gilbert, of Alamogor-do- ;
Brain Disorders.-Congesti- on
marked, "Value. $25,000." The packet, history of the association. The con
'
No.
426.
Stations.
No. 425.
W. D. Radcliff, of Belen; C. G.
on account of its high declared value, vent Ion will last two days and the brain most frequently results from
Duncan, of Soccrro, and many others
attracted the notice of the postal au- program Includes some highly inter worry and anxiety of the mind, pro
3:00 am
Pueblo
11:05 p ui
ducing sleeplessness, followed by en- of equal prominence.
thorities, who demanded alout. $3 esting addresses and papers.
4:35 a m
Colo. Springs
9:40 p m
The annual banquet of the associa gorgement of the small blood vessels
The meetjing will open Wednesday
extra on delivery. The nephew, scent7:30 a m
Ar. Denver Lv.
7:00 p m
ing a hoax, refused the letter, which tion took place .last evoning, and of the brain, sudden loss of vital pow morning at 8:30 o'clock, with the regEapanola
2:51 p m
l:2rt p m
was duly returned to Bochum, ann besides the members attending the er and almost instant death. Apoplexy istration of delegates and members
11:00 am Lv . Santa Fe Ar. 3:30pm
Invited may be an inherited disease, or it attending at the secretary's desk, afnvention many prominent
the sender advised. The lady,
3:00 p m
Barranca
11:30 p m
declared that the envelope guests, among them several mem tiers may be induced by too free living ter which tho association will pro4:02 pm
10:29 p m
or its opposite, too great abstemious ceed to business.
Servilieta
contained nothing ;f real value, but of the cabinet wore present.
4:32 p m
10:00p m
Tres Pledras
Among those attending who deliv ness. Paralysis may affect only a
It was pointed out to her that the
The program In full, follows:
6:45 p ni
Antonito
8:10 p m
contents, whatever they might be, ered addresses were Secretary or small part of the body, from a finger
Morning.
Wednesday
8:30 p m
Alamosa
6:40 a na
8:30 a. m. Registration at secrewere declared to be worth $25,000, War Taft, Governor Stokes, Unit , or a toe to an entire limb, or it may
2:11 p m
disable half the body or the whole tary's desk.
Embudo
12:26 p ra
and she must pay. With a sigh, the ed States Senatiir John F.
poor lady signed the receipt, but then
9 a. m.
Organization of house of
John It. Van Worniser, of the body, when death soon follows. When
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
43
waa told, to Tier dismay, that a double Lincoln Safe Deposit company, or half the body Is affected with paryly- - delegates.
where good meals are served.
may
we
of
seat
be
certain
sis,
the
that
Watkins,
10 a. m. Call to order by the presi
fee had been incurred, owing to the New Ycrk City; David S.
Bido of
Connections.
return of the letter to Bochum. The commissioner of Banking and Insur- the disease is in the opposite
dent.
At Antonito, for Durango, Silvertoi
Rev, .1. W. T. McNeil,
total charge amounted to nearly $7. ance of New Jersey; and Thomas P, the brain, because the nerve fibres
Invocation
it
and intermediate points.
The lady paid and at the same time Pay ton. editor of the Banking Law cross.
of Albuquerque.
a
vowed, that she would never again Journal.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
Address or Welcome Mayor Frank
Gallstones.
These
from
the
result
Intermediate points, via either the
try to play pranks with the postal
of the Call build
destruction
story
re- Mclvee, of Albuquerque.
the
cf
system
whole
of
within
accumulation
the
picture
the
tells
This
ANNUAL BENEFIT
standard gauge line via La veta Pass
Response to Welcome Dr. T. B.
are Hart,
ng. seventeen stories hiah. the tallest building in San Francisco. It was or the narrow gauge via Salida, mak
FOR ACTOR'S FUND tained waste mineral matters and cliRaton.
burst
day
in
fire
the
the
but
earthquake,
later
particularly
by
in
dry
undamaged
this
the
serious
practically
ing the entire trip in daylight and
Chicago, April 28.
The annua
PLUCKY WOMAN TRAVELER
Address Dr. P. G. In
President's
alkali water is used. The Cornish,
and burned straight upward, leaving tne gaunt wans oniy, sianaing.
passing througb. the FAMOUS ROYAL
PASSES ACROSS AFRICA. benefit for the Actors' Fund will take mate wheredepends
of Albuquerque.
18.
April
Wednesday,
m.,
a.
10:40
extent
some
at
treatment
was
taken
to
photograph
The
Also for all points on the
GORGE.
General order of business.
London. April 28. Miss Mary Hall, place at the Auditorium this after upon the peculiar conditions present.
Creede branch.
Scientific Program Papers, etc,
who has Just arrived here, is the noon. Among those who will appear As a rule, however, fasting or light
a. S. BARNEY, Traveling Freight
only woman who has made tho com on this occasion are E. H. Sothern diet with free drinking of distilled or
Wednesday Afternoon.
BIG RANCH SOLO
and Passenger Agent.
p. m. Scientific program, SLICK THIEVES 0PERAT- 2 to 5
plete journey from one end of Africa and Miss Julia Marlowe from the Illi lithia water, enemas, sweat baths, the
S. K. HOOPER. G. P. A.,
to the other. She started at. Chtnae: nois theater: Robert Iorraine and use of absolvents and abundant exer- continued.
CLOSE TO DEMING
ING- - IN ALAMOGORDO
Denver, Colo.
Wednesday Evening,
on the coast of Portugese East Africa company in an act of "Man and Sup cise to induce perspiration will do
8 p. m.
Annual banquet at Alva
in June of last year, and reached erman," from Powers' theater; Mrs much toward giving relief. The hot
Cairo about six weeks ago. Sue had Madge Carr Cooke and company in sitz bath, hot applications and avoid- rado hotel.
BY
IS CLOSED
WHICH
AND TWO DEAL
HOUSE BURGLARIZED
previously journeyed from the Cape Mrs. WIggs of the Cabbage Patch, ance of mental strain are important.
Thursday Morning.
&
HENDERSON RAILROAD TIME TABLE
OF
THEIR
HOWLETT
RELIEVED
MEN
of
members
theater;
from
McVicker's
program,
9 a. m. Scientific
to Victoria Falls. During the whole
TRANSFER PROPERTY.
In a large number of cases the only
MONEY.
of this nine months' Journey she had the' "College Widow" company from cure is a radical operation and this eluded.
(In effect November 12, 1905.)
in
Mr.
Dietrchstein
Studebaker;
C.
19,
negroes.
the
A (leal has been closed at Demlng
F.
On the night of April
a guard of only thirty
Unfinished business.
when performed by a competent sur
EastbounoV
Conclusion of meeting.
Roland's residence, at Alamogordo, in wnlch Howlett & Henderson have
For weeks at a time she saw no "Before and After," from the Grand geon is not especially difficult, painful
Papers to Be Read.
was burglarized, the thieves getting sold their large ranch property, six No. 2. Atlantic Express, arrives 7:5S
white men and had to subsist on jam Opera House, and many prominent or dangerous.
vaude
various
a.
m.,
departs
8:25 a. in.
During the period of time devoted away with $110. The matter has been teen miles west of Demlng, including
rice, corn flour, porridge and cocoa beadllners from the
Albuquerque to the scientific program, the follow kent auiett. in order to assist tne or- - several Hundred head or cattle, to No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11: E
She crossed districts where no white ville houses.
Spotted Fever. An
p.
m., departs 12:09 a, m.
woman and only two white men had
physician who has given considerable ing papers will be read by their re fleers as much a3 .possible In catch- Mi's. O. C. Carpenter and her daugh
by ing the burglars, hut net a tdngle te,r Mrs. John L. Burnslde, an No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Ex
ever traveled. She was carried in a SALE OF-- - PICTURES OF
attention to cerebral meningitis says spective authors 'and discussed
press, arrives 6:45 p. m., depart
JOSEPH JEFFERSON. of it: "In obtaining the history of different delegates:
clue has lieen worked up. The elate Lutlher Foster.
hammock by reliefs of four, and for
28. An event
7:45 p. m.
This is ont; of t'jp. largest deals
"Treatment of W"unds," by Dr. was lust after pay day, and the bur-- t
cases of spotted fever I have
several
several weeks travelled up rivers tn New York, April
gtsrs knew that there was a posslbil-- that has leen made in that vicinity No. 10, Chicago Fast Mail, arrives
rowboats, camping out on the banks which attracted a large number of found that the sufferers have beenjG. C. Bryan, Alamogordo,
of the theat- for considerable time in tho moun-- i
6:50 a. m., departs 7:30 a. m.
Trichinosis," by Dr. W. D. Rad ity of Mr. Roland having money In his in recent years. The consideration is
at night. Often on ipltching camp she art lovers, and members
Westbound.
on a cattle or sheep range or cliff. Belen.
house that night, as he casnes a great not made public, nut amounts to sev
or
heard lions and hippopotomi all rical profession, was the auction
tains
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:3s
Days many checks at his drug store on eral thousand dollars.
"A Reiiort of Forty-threaround her and she made her guards sale of the picture collection of Jos- In the mines. Their food has conp.
m.,
foeldi
departs
at
8:15 p. m.
Only eph Jefferson, which was
sisted principally of coffee, sugar, Fasting, and Some Deductions," by pay days. The burglars entered a, Mr. and Mrs. Howlett expect to go No. 3,
tiulld fires around her tent.
California Limited;- - arrives
disturbing a to Boston to spend the summer as
window, and without
once, when near the borders of Ger Mendelssohn hall last evening. The bacon, beans and bread, all of which Dr. John R. Gilbert, Alamogordo.
as their business affairs at Dem 11:10 a. m., departs 11:20 a. m.
man Southwest Africa, did she have pictures, which contain many valuable tends very much to constipation, torSome Observations on Ia Grippe,' single member of Mr. Rolland's fam-'soNo. 7, Mexico & California Express,
lly, took Mr. Holland s trousers out ofilng can be finished
trouble with the natives, and that art treasures, have been on exhibition pid liver and kidneys overloaded with by Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Van Houten.
arrives 10:13 p. m., departs 11:B9.
the1
Family Physician as a Spe the window, and ransacked
only on account of the "fllsn handed at the American Art Galleries for a sugar, no fruits or vegetables being
The
p. m.
pic- used to counteract
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
pockets, taking in all over $200 in
the constipating cialist," by Dr. T. B. Hart, Raton.
action of two German soldiers, who week. Mr. Jefferson had chosenmany
No. 9, Fast Mail, arrives 11:35 p. m.
tures to please himself for
"Report of a Case of Gastroent- checks and mcney, but the thieves
effects of these things. Therefore, I
had been detailed as ner escort.
Southbound.
years, and his collection has a great conclude that spotted fever is the erostomy for Gastric Ulcer," by Dr. left the checks and took the money,
(Small Holding Claim No. 1600.)
No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:18
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Washington, D. C, April 28. Unus
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Accidents
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"The Avoidable
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proof in support of his claim under
club, in honor of Grant's birthday,
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tient In ten who is operated on for
Female Perineum," by Dr. J. H rool at the time and never missed sections 16 and 1" of the act of March No. 10 makes all local stops east oi
place
wthJch took
last evening.
is a sufferer from the dis- Wroth, Albuquerque.
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money
thief
the
his
till
i3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
Albuquerque.
United States Senator P. C. Knox
ease. An occasional case of appendi"Malaria," by Dr. .1. M. Shields.
plenty of time to git away.
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
presided as toastmaster. Attorney
American League.
citis requires operation, but the ap
the
13.
$70
while
in
"A Study of Cardiac Affections and
J.
Prather lost
Mata., 470), and that said proof will No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
R. H.E pendix craze is in full .iwing among
At Detroit
General Moody was one of the
Effects of Altitude on Same," by First National bank, at Alamogoivlo, be made before the United States No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
4 111
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principal speakers and Congressman Detroit
as well as among many the
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the
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there
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Doming.
Dr. S. D. Swope,
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2
7 13
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
San Francisco.
James Watson of Indiana, delivered Cleveland
doctors. Many good physicians are
Dr. C. R. Bass, of Elizalethtown
to make a dejioslt, and, taking outNtw Mexico, on May 10, 1V06, viz:
Payne; Inclined to regard any pain or ache
All trains daily.
Batteries Donahue
and
the address on the life and work of
specially prepared some money and a check, arraused to: Adelalda S. de Otero, for the lot
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
General Grant. Among other prom- Bernhard and Bemis.
situated below the diaphragm as due will also read a
R. H. 13. to a fulfledged case of appendicitis, paper, but as yet the subject lias not deposit the check, laying a tobacco gpc.ions 12 and 13, township 7 north,
At Washington
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months past, and whom several par- -'
ties would like to have come back!
here again, even If he only stayed in
our midst long enough to settle a!
large number of bills which he made'
and then decamped without llquldat-- !
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What's in a name? Ask Emmons The
Coal Avenue Furniture Man.
Hoosier Kitchen Cabinets,
Book Cases and Filing: Cabinets,
Baldwin Dry Air Refrigrators, Sanitaire
Iron Beds, Legget and Piatt Steel Springs,

lng.
It Is also stated that. Mack cave a'
number of checks on the local banks

EVENING CITIZEN.

THIRD STDEET
Milk that Will Meat
Market
Not Sour
ct
All

Kindt
Steam

You can't keep raw milk
very long it isn't stcriie
and contains active souring
germs.

here which were valueless, owing to
the fact that there were "no funds."
Again, he collected a number of
premiums
on
insurance policies,'
which he had Issued and failed to re- mit, so that now several of the com- -'
panies are anxious to Interview him.
Such men should be dealt with in,
(a strictly lawful and sever manner,!
and if the result of such dealing
should land him in the pen for a time1
'
it
A High grade Line at Low prices.
so much the better. He betrayed the
confidence and friendship of every
man in this city who hid any deal-- '
(Stcriliicd)
ings with him, and the closer the1
business
relations
one
the
worse
sealed
tins, and because
his
comes
in
n time friends got
Man.
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left. "
of sterilization, will keep until
j
McCnuley made good money and
opened, and from three to seven
could have paid all of his obligations;
days after opening, according to
and bad plenty left, but be chose
temperature.
a trainer to spend his money on lewd,
Thunder storms
nd roulette wheels, and leave
Mi women
won't effect it. Ask your grocer
SETO
CHANGE
THiS
Ills friends to suffer.
In fact, the
he sells it .
M finale of all his escapades has proven
- u
to
all
wholly
man
was
that
withthe
Croxkm C.m f S.Ud Dr.,in,.
CURE BARGAINS IN
M.out a feeling of true manliness or
will bo curdle.
principle of honor In his w hole make
up, and the sooner the people know
OFFICIAL MATTERS
HARNESS
his true character just that much!
sooner will they lie in a position to
SADDLES
protect themselves against his smooth
Notaries Public Appointed.
ways.
The following notaries public have
BRIDLES
been appointed by Acting Governor J.
LAP ROBES
W. Raynolds; W. J. Hanna, San Mar-oia- l,
ACTUAL. SETTLERS
Socorro county J. Porter Jones,
AND ETC.
NEAR MORIARITY Albuquerque, Bernalillo county; Edith
Williams, Raton, Colfax county; Jose
j. Sibero, Ias Vepas, San
Miguel
HAVE
MADE HOMESTEAD
EN
We are offering gome very special prices on this line of goods
TRIES IN LOCAL LAND OFFICE county; O. N. Marron, Albuquerque,
PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS nernn,111 county; C. C. Davids, Tu- and It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.
cumcarl, Quay county; Pateo Martin
TO BE BUILT.
ez, .'.ambe, Santa Fe county; .1. B.
CO.
H. T. Brown, Santa Fe, who for many Herbst, Roswell, Chaves county: H
years has been a United States dep. B. Holt, I.as Cruces, Dona Ana coun- uty mineral surveyor, has within thelty; D. H. Burdin, Lakewood, Eddy
last two weeks surveyed locations 1n county; William F. Moore. Silver
the Estaucla valley near Moriarty for City, Grant county; Harvll DuVal,
about twenty actual settlers.
Mr. Cuesta, Taos county.
Brown states thnt these people intend
to improve their claims within the
MERCHANT TAILORING
time prescrilied by law and commence
the erection of dwellings within ninety day from the date of their location. UPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAMThis is the statutory limit. After
BINI, PROPRIETOR
S. U Chambers went to San Marcial broader, cheaper and heavier and Mr. making their homestead entries in the
this morning to accept a position as Cook said that he wouldn't wear land office at Santa Ke settlers have
My merchant tailoring mep is upbrakeman on the Rio Grande division. them, and he didn't any longer than it 'six months, within which to establish stairs over
209 West Railroad averequired to shake them off. What the their actual bona fide residence on nue, where No.
I
the patronage of
J. E. Foley, of the master me- - freight traffic manager said about the tho tracts selected, but they must the public. Allsolicit
work guaranteed first
chanic's office tit Winslow, is In the man who took the wrong shoes gave mane Buiuc mini ov fiunii s wiinin i ne riBR. . t
v.,,,
,
city to remain over Sunday with the Pullman porter a bad case of first ninety days after selection. Mr.
in
the buck-agunflTnl rfr-ibut the right shoes Brown Is of the opinion that by the foordc?
friends.
1
?5?,ed.'
"J5.
could not be found, and Mr. Cook left end of this year the Estancia valley
Clie!OJJtLU
I UUO Will UUl
Chas. Yoakum, traveling passenger town wearing mocassins bought from from its head at Moriarty to Willard injure Lll,the cloth.
garment
Ladles'
agent for the Santa Fe out of El Paso, one of the San Domingo venders at on the Santa Fe Central and the also cleaned
and walking skirts made
j Eastern
railway of New Mexico, a to order. Give
returned home today on delayed train the station.
me a trial.
j
distance of about forty-fiv- e
No. 10 after a short visit in the
miles, will
O. BAMBINI.
STILL ADVERTISING
be a continuous agricultural settle-- I
friends.
GREAT SOUTHWEST. ment extending from two to three
tressed in new garb, fresh con- - miles east and the same distance on
Mrs. R. E. Fellow, wife of Manager
Pollnur nt ho V Pnar. linlnn lnnnt Slgliment S of "New Mexico, the Land the wout nf lhf Sunt!. Vr Pnnlrol ..ill
and "Oklahoma, the way.
Harvey hotel, passed through the cityi)f kunsftine,
this morning, going to El Paso. Mrs. j1;11"'1 " f Now," has been received by
Stops earache in two minutes; THURSDAY,
MAY
Pellow has been stopping temporarily tlle E1 Paso office of the Rock Island
toothache or pain of burn or scald in
at La Junta, while the El Paso house for funeral distribution.
The New Mexico volume contains a Ave minutes; hoarseness, one hour;
was being furnished.
great amount of Information regard-- muscleache. two hours; sore throat,
W. S". McGinnlss, assistant super- ing irrigation, in .addition
to con- - twelve hours Dr. Thomas Electric
intendent of the railway mail service densed data regarding the chief cities Oil, monarch over pain.
0
of Washington, D. C, who was in Las Of New Mexico, not oniit.tinir F"l Pnav
Vegas straightening out some star which,, thougli a Texas town, bears BETABELES EN EL VALLE
route maners oeiore ine new lour ine same relation to isew Mexico that
DEL RIO ARKANSAS
year contracts go into force on July Kansas City does to Kansas. It was!
1st, left on the stage for Santa Rosa, the development of New Mexico and
but will soon return to Las Vegas! the republic across the river that haa SE 55FfJIot2 MoT PR0NT0
DE"
again.
made a city of El Paso, and will con.;
Y CULTIVO.
UDbuildinff.
tinue
its
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. ,
nounced that for the benefit of school WILL BUILD ROAD
ANNUAL PLAY
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15EKT
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la
teachers on the Pacific coast who may
INTO MINING DISTRICT
SUGAR COMPANY, por los sembra.
wish to spend their summer vacations
A correspondent writinc from Nee
in the east, they will make reduced dies, under date of April 28 to the p,reS en la vecinldad de Lamar.
Animas, Rocky Kord,
rates from north Pacific coast com-- i San Bernardino Times-Indesays: It v0W(? rs, Las
. Aianzanoia y fowler, be necesitaran
mon points and Spokane to the east- - is reported that the contract in
y muchachos para
ern terminals of the roads Chicago, last been let to Grant Bro
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TO
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,ii
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in u
t h d b
of machinery. An elevated track on yerely that
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.
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about, the streets of Nee-- ' Inmliicn
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talk
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adjoins the roundhouse on the back. dIes a to the effect ())at the contract
after April 30.
Rocky
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Coio.
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Firemen Promoted.
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f
structlon
&
theroad.
on
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the Santa Fe for
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past
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pro-'the
four
has been
Human RlnoH Mark
moted to engineer In the past week. MCLANLt I HAS
A tale of horror was told by marks Sole Wnt for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees, Im
Air. ieison was tne nreman on tne
' ..mail UIOTU 111 LI1B UUU1B Ol J. w.
famous ScoMy special from Needles
JUMPED DEMING Williams, a well known merchant of boden's Granite Flour.
to Seligman last, summer, when it
hc, ivy. ne writes: "Twenty years
g
made its
aKO 1 lmd severe hemorrhages of the
run.
AND MANY th pr p aop MnllBU
Staples
C. G. Cox is another fireman who
and was near death when I
ING HIS ABSENCE BECAUSE OF
began taking Dr. King's New DIscov- has recently been promoted to engiGroceries
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ery.
neer. Several of them passed the ex
It completely cured me and I
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amination nearly a year ago, but ow
.
remained well ever since." It
.
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not been needed until the present
evStat0,and i,lsl,r- - Every bottle guaranteed bv all drug-timOrders Solicited.
Free Delivery,
was
several gists. 50c and $1. Trial bottle free.
Formerly small engines were
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used at Needles and every train ran
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Runabouts must move
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PIONEER BAKERY
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SIMON

HARNESS REPAIRING AND CAR.

BALLINO,

CAKES A SPECIALTT
We desire patronage and we guar
antee first class baking.
207 8. First 8treeL
Albuquerque.
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How Cook Lost His Shoes.
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ridlli li !,, n in
llilllf,0 V.111II
'A ITI'U'll"l. 1111,11.,
nnidiu nit' uhuiiny siiiiv
of C. W. Cool;, assistant
general
freight agent for the Santa Fe, this
morning. After a pleasant visit in
the ciiy with his sou last night .Mr.
Cook lay himself down to slceti on the
I'lillinan to he at;acheil to train No.
Mi, exiiortiiiK
M
to nwiike this morning
in l'.i I'iiso, where inipdrtiint liusiness rtrt
railed his iiiimeiliate attention.
He
slept well, in liis dreams comiliiiient- - &M
iiiir Superim emieiit Ktter for the ex- ci'ilent Oiiiidllion of the roadbed of till)
K:o (Iraiide division. There was not
a jolt in tin' smooth track to disturb
his slumbers. Hut what was the scene
111 11

.
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and
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Correspondence Solicited.
123 S. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N.
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World's Futr.Ht. Loui. lum.
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Iron Flowr Vhra Mrlleea,
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ing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and is no upstart at
the business. There is no other Just Thornton. Both 'phones.
737 South Walter 8treet.

2

MILL

xxxxxxxx
Thos. F. Keleher

Ton
Ton
WOOD

KINDLING

W.H.Halin&Co
BOTH 'PHONES
OCXXXXX)CXXXXXXXDOOCXDOOOO
,

S2k.

--

ZZZ2r

tfaa

CSES

m:.,

tA. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Association, Office at 217 West Rallroad aT
nue.

M. DRAGOIE
VARNISHE3 AND
BRUSHES.
Dealers In
Leather,
Harness, Saddles, Lap
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
Pelts.
300 North Broadway, Corner ot Wash
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE ington Arenue. AL.BUQUERUE.N.
M.
PAINTS,

OILS,

"

-

a.

ffisa. ifflwv

Myer,

INSURANCE,
REAL ESTAT- E- A. 0. JOHNSON, General Contractor
Albuquerque Novelty Works
NOTARY PUBLIC.
auto, pnone, 308; Colo. Red, 131
F. 8. HOPPING, Proprietor
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
321 South Second Street
Automatic leiepnone, 174.
STEAM
CARPET
CLEANING
Just
received, large shipment of
X
THORNTON Th Cleaner
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
COOOOC030COOOC0300000000
Cleans everything.
He Is the X Tribune Bicycles.
Repairing of all
Bett Ammrlemn Block
Furniture Man. Moving, packkinds. Before buying give ns a call.

e.

"LiLjr

CINCINNATI,

Ranches

0

Joll Mdnl.M

sleyster

a. a;

.

jSSS'SkTHP

one-thir-

"

GRAOI

AND

BY

The Stewart Ironworks Company

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

and Fancy

'"".

,.

&

&

Real Estate

round

l"eu.
T. V. I'URDY.
Agent.

9mammumimmmk

Ar.

KXXXXJOOCXXXXXXJOCXXJOOOOOOSJ

Wootton

'

record-breakin-

i'

CO.

COMMERCE

203 W. Raliroad

lay
CUSU2AS1 ets ou sale
L
i i Ik L2, and: 3. Final

-
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TO BANK Of

NEXT

LAS CRUCES, N. M.

x,

i,rh

RIGHT

RUPPE

B.

wTE FSLL

DEPARTMENT of NEW MEXICO

Iic

..
,,,

& CO.,

Encampment

OF THE

NEW MEXICO

"

FIG.

COR. FIRST ST. AND COPPER ATE.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW
MEXICO.

OF

CONQUER"

TRIMMING.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
URE WITH US.

WEDDING

i

SHE STOOPS

HORSE-SHOEIN-

RIAGE

Proprtetor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

3rd

.V.

CO,

Gent ral Bailding Strppltes

Lucero

7", Am

ELKS' THEATRE

j

a time to helpi

It's

yourself by helping na.
RUNABOUTS, wera 455.00
tl9Sn.
..$46.00 to $108.00!
TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to ildfi'nn!
.$52.50 to $123.00 :
We are also quoting very low prices on Surreys, Stenhopeis, Con--J
cords, Buckboards, Spring Waona.etc Out of town business solicited-f'
mo iut caiaiogue ana prices

UNI & EAKIN

ME

'

UNIVERSITY

p. o

Out of Ouri

cits-wit-

1

"H"

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

RAILROAD TOPICS

A AJ

Third Street

TVortn

Bottled in Bond.

Furniture

,.

are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, brlna them to as
and we will straighten them out for you.

EMIL KLEINWORT,

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

Cream

e,

and Salt Meats.
Sausage Factory,

Fr-- h

THE CELEBRATED

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

I

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking We hare added to our already well equipped laundery a machine with which e ran Dandle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them toey

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO,

Carnation

D. EMMONS
J.
rue
coal

PACE SEVEN

...

CffZS

ssaaasw

"JSSCCT

.sso

"RZES3&r

JZZZI
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gBEav.

j

I he Future Railroad
tz&ten

Bi

'

that reeled his vision as he peered
through the curtains uf his berth. It
was the same that flowed in the melokc-upon as
low moonlight that he
last niht he look what he thought
would be a parting glance at the Al- - j
varado and bid his son a paternal
good-byThe train had not moved,
but the porter slid it would be moving j
The pasIn about thirty minutes.
sengers would just have time to get j
Mr. Cook j
breakfast before it left.
hurried to dress himself outlining in
his mind the telegram he would send j
to HI l'aso explaining his , delay. Mr. (
' 1. Jll lieci ill IIi ...111. in.T if... i ,i......
lfh
I.OUIV
null
out anv trouble whatever mini ne
reached his shoes. The first shoe liepulled on iliiln't feel right, but supposlng that the world ;n general was
topsy-turvhe pulled on the otner.
It was more uncomfortable than the
first and caused the foot to resist
violently, A little closer inspection
revealed to Mr. Cool; that the
were no; his and bore no resemblence
to his. They weie coarser, longer,
;

t,ii

La.-me--i

churches.

.Vi-fZl-

n e;
'

I

F

ST

laf crorel

...

&

Santa Fe Railway

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
and west from Chicago
Kansas City, Galveston and points eaet to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old east
Mexico

1

l.oii'i

or rhe Atchison, Topeka

rr

31 milts south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

2

Of

uz-o-

Metropolis of New Mexico

.,:..!
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LIMITC D

are

;arl

The Belen Town acd Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
"
'"
i
.'and old shade trees; publl. .choo. hou...
uE
inhabitants; largest
establishments
New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity.
barrels daily; large winery; three hotels
TJ,

-

t

a p

w,

EXPRF.SS.

Tpom,

5oo

for wool,

cost-

,ur. wheat, w.ne. Bean, ami hay lo Central
New Mexico.

MAIL ANQ FREIGHT TRAINS

OF TH

E

SANTA

the center of the city, well graded, (many 0J them Improved by
!niS :o:e barnesi shop, etc, etc
Also t nrst-cia- s
modern hotel
In

OUR

2"
i,.

mcr-anMl-

fl

FE

ROUTE

n tiwlon);

W.LL
no

GO OVER

acd or gravel

150

Us Importance as a great commercial rallroad city In (he near future

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH
We need

Orst-clan-

g

TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST, NORTH

auKk&ai

rfC&Mufjkk.

zsTsrsP1'

M
mUl.

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary

arwn

19

PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOV. AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST L0T8 TO

JOHN BECKER. President
isctsss

AND SOUTH.

bakery, tailor shop, shoe bouse. Jeweler, plumbing shot. Simla

The BeBcn Town and Improvement .Company

y,

c.nno b. e.tim.tea'

SS3

ses

Bcaa" naaisx' 'vrrfsir

ne.nLViP

"ezzsw

cKjstMr'
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ALBUQUERQUE

PACE EIGHT

PJ5KSONAL
'.'

..Stylish Spring Shoes..

n

The fact (hat your feet are small anl you see

bo

little of them

OF TRAINS.

self la no proof that they are not noticed by others.

are tho more closely they

to do this

lost night from her visit to friend In
Santa Fe.
Arthur Holzman, of Past urn. Uai..
arrived in Hie city last evening and
will runain several days, the gue.st if
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Neiistaiit.
out
Mrs. V. P. Edie, who has
few
nt Imperial, Oil., the pa.-imonths, has returned to this city. Mr.
Kdlo is expected next Tuesday.
Mrs. N. 1j. Kirchner, accompanied
ly Miss V. V. Perea, left yestorday
Angeles, where they w ill visit
for
Mrs. Yrisarri during tho coming summer.
,
Mrs. Mary W. Kins, wli h.:s been
(:h? guest of her sister, Mrs. Mulligan, for several weeks pu.st, as returned to her home in Itcadwood,

will lie watched and It is your duty to dress

them to tho best of your ability. The easiest and most satisfactory

way

Is to let us fit you to a pair of our stylish shoes or oxfords.

ln-e-

MEN'S SHOES. PATENT COLT, GUN METAL VICI KID OR BOX CALF

$2 50 S3 00 $350 $15
M

EN'S OXFORDS.

PATENT COLT, GUN METAL VICI KID OR

Is

RUS-

$2 50 $300 $3 50 $4 00
women's shoes, patent kid, gun metal, vici kid or
SIA CALF

don-gol- a

$200 $250 $3. $350 $100

PATENT

WOMEN'S OXFORDS,

canvas

KID, GUN

METAL,

VICI

KID

Following was t lie 4 o'clock report
tho arrival of Santa Fe passenger

Mrs. Neill n. Flold. wif of the well
known attorney, returned to th city

The shapller they

OR

L.

H.

$1 50 $2. $2 50 $3 00 $3 50

ilikittiirni'n nf n rleid
regulation of the social evil len in
one of the best cafes of the city last,
night and saw the disgusting, con- temntililo conduct of a nmlame of,
one of the North Third street houses
of lllfame toward a woman, once falmarried, and now
len, but recently
trying to live n righteetis lire, titey
might have changed their minds, and
concluded tint rigid regulation of the
evil is iosli.ively essential to the best
Interests of the public. The madame
by one of her
was accompanied
hoarders, and the two were lunching and drinking at the half-wapoint of a night of revelry, when the
the
newly married couple entered
cafe ar.d themselves sat down to
lunch. The Third street 'denizens began laughing mockingly at the woman who had rlnen a.b ve them, and
em
li was with much trouble anil
barrassment that she kept her husband from openly attacking them, in
Ms anger. The newly married couple
(tnr.ll.. n0 h .1
fmtll tkn VnB 1 It n fl t
As they did so, the prostitutes gave
I
I..
,!
..I...
.1...
in
diem a palling
i.iii.ikvv
whlch cannot be reproduced in public print. The husband resented, and
a most disgraceful scene, In which
vile language played the chief part,

Ieputy Assessor Herbert Itomero
was at t he d pot last evening to meet

1

IVES,

It. I). Carieo, sister of Mrs.
Coddington, and aunt of Mrs.
Bernard S. Jlodey, left last evening
for Globe, Ariz., where she will Join
her son. Mrs. Carieo has been visiting In ''Albuquerque the lKist three
months.
Attorney W. B. Childers, Jndge
Ellsworth Ingalls and George Arnot
have returned from Gallup, where
they have Ibeon on business. Messrs.
Edward Grunsfeld, A. B. McGaffey
and Maynard Gunsul were also In
Gallup yestreday on business.
"A Street Walt" la the title of a
piece of poetry The Citizen has reNot, 118 and 120 South Second street. ceived, but the writer failed to submit his or her name as the author.
Until this is done, "A Street Waif"
copy
will hang on the unpublished
GEO. W. HICKOX.
T. Y. MAYNARD.
hook.
W. R. Brown, district freight and
passenger agent for the Santa Fo at
El Paso, Is in the city, accompanied
by Mrs. Brown, having arrived last
REPRESENTATIVES
ARE EXCLUSIVE
OF
night frcm Iks Angeles, where Mr.
Brown wias called to attend a meeting
The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware.
of
the traffic do.paifcjK'nt official-- .
The Llbbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
They will got to El Paso tonig'.it.
The W. A. Plckard Hand Painted China.
Tho creditors of Autonlo Armijo,
Each In Its class appropriate for weddings gifts.
bankrupt, met at the office of Attorney IPckey this morning for the pur-IosOur stock of Diamonds "Never before to complete." 'Tit a
of selecting a trustee, vice J. A.
good time for Investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing In value.
Scales, wh had been selected, accepted, but later resigned the posiNEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
tion.
Several mimes were suggestTHE ARCH FRONT.
SOUTH 8EC0ND STREET.
but
ed by the creditors for trustee,
up to 3 o'clock thia afternoon
no
selection had been made.
The ladies of the Guild of St. John's
Episcopal church 6erved lunch today at noon in the Guild hall, at
which time a large number of business and other men and oraen were
If not. you may a little later. It will pay you to buy It from us Saturthe ladies realizing
in attendance,
day, March 24. Remember, for one day only at the following cut prices i
quite a tidy sum for their Guild treasury". This afternoon a sale Is In pro2- - Quart
gress at the Guild hall, which Is beRegular Price $1.00 Our Price Saturday
65c
ing largely patronized.
3- - Quart
Regular Price $1.25 Our Price Saturday
,..75o
Henry Ixobs, Jr., captain of tihe
4- - Quart
Regular Price $1.50 Our Price Saturday
BOo
"Swallow Talis," and Albert Sandoval,
the hard hitter of the team, called at
They are all standard quality, but we are overstocked, and must reEvening Citizen office this afterTho
same
forget
weather.
before hot
duce the
Don't
the date Saturday,
noon and stated that the "Swallow
March 24 and the time one day only. Mall orders will be acceptTails" defeated ti.e "Young Potaed at the above prices.
toes, Hard to Peel" club by the score
22 to 16. Tot Wolff is the captain
of
J. H. 0 R1ELLY CO f Druggists
Barnett Building
and pitcher of the "Young Potatoes,
Hard to Peel," but Captain Loebs
says 'his zig-zacurves and slanting
lnshots were knocked all over the
cow pasture hy the "Swallow Tails."
From last night until 11 o'clock
this morning, E. A. Allen, until six
years ago, superintendent of the Al
buquerque Indian school, was In tho
city meeting his many Albuquerque
friends. Since leaving Albuquerque,
Mr. Alltn has leu assistant superln
tendent of the Carlisle Indian school
and now ho is on his way to 'Frisco
to see if the government has an In
dUui supply house there. It had. one
previous ta tine earthquake and Are,
but whether it Is there yet or not,
numerous telegrams have failed to re
veal.
Judge W. II. Newcomh, of Silver
City, passed through the city last
night en route homo from Santa Fe,
N. M.
where ho went yesterday to attend a
mee'lng of the New Mexico peniten
tiary Itoard, of which he Is a mem
ber. The meeting was called for the
THE
purios of tho board discussing the
affairs ot the penitentiary with the
governor, and did not occur because
the governor had not returned from
has Washington trip. The only mem
RAILROAD AVE.
bers present were Juan Navarro, of
aos county, and Judge Newcomb, the
Diamonds, Watdhea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware. We Invite
having ascertined
other members
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
that the meeting would not take place
on account of tho governor not bcjng
able to bo present.
A.

.Mrs.
M.

LENSES GROUND

r.r;

F. F. TROTTER

The Hickox - Mayna

d Co.

e

Do You Use

a Fountain Syringe

government

CEMENT,

SASH,

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING

MAIL, ORDERS PROMPTLY

PILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

First and Marquette,

Albuquerque,

m

E

Palace

Diamond

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

The Stoutest
n

""lib

ManThe
lis town wear

Smart Clothes.

01

LiJ U

Thinnest Man

ShvBkdi

One looks

pounds lighter and

J

Big chicken dinner at the Colum
bus hotel tomorrow, 25 cents.

15

uHUto

2 inches nar- -

rower; the other 1 5 pounds heavier

52.50

BECAUSE

0

o jUiUU
1

to

West Gold

I

Stein-Bloc- h

have

tailors who think of nothing but
the needs o just such men

E.L WASHBURN CO.

1

1

8 W. R. R. Ave.

GOWNS.

of good quality muslin,
yoke cf tucks, Insertion, ruffle end
embroidered
50
Musiln Gowns,
several styles;
high, square or
tucked
yoke;
finished with fine embroidery
75
Cambric and Nainsook Gowns,
daintily tucked yoke, trimmed
with lace or embroidered; drawn
with ribbon
0S
A very complete assortment of
Gowns, in high ard low neck, and
long and short sleeve style,
Gowns

at

....1

23-- 81

and up.

98

50-- S1

SKIRTS.
Cambric Skirts, wide ruffle and
222 West Railroad

TONIGHT! T0NIGHT1 TONIGHT!
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT.

T

The Railroad Ave. Clothier

L

SALE

UNDlZR-fWUSU- N

Avenue

clusters of small tucks
9S
Cambric Skirt, wide embroidery
ruffle and two rows of lace Insertion and lace edge
1 25
Cambric Skirt, with wide ruffle
of embroidery and tucks.. 1 50
All styles of Skirts,
trimmed
with eyelet embroidery and lace,

SI

at

00

Muslin

ruffe

9S-- S2

and up to

50-- S3

$10

OO-- S4

OO

DRAWERS.
Drawers, with cambric

25

or Cambric Drawers,
with embroidery ruffle, and tucks
above
50
Cambric Drawers, wide lawn
ruffle. Insertion and lace edge
Muslin

98

Other new stvles

SI
82

SO

1

k

of Drawers,
and up to

CORSET COVERS.
Corset Covers Pull front.. 9e
Corset Covers Full front, with
two rows of Insertion and lace
edge
...25
Fine Nainsook Corset Covers
Full front, trimmed with two rows
of Insertion and lace; drawn with
ribbon
50
Corset Covers, In many of the
newest styles, trimmed with lace
and embroidery, 7J
1 00
and up to $2 SO
wide Hope Muslin, per

8

'a--

KEMPBNICn

Li.

50

2.1-- S1

ALBUQUERQUE.

in

n m I

mi

N. M.
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HARDWARE
--

r t3C

o

It 3, U5, U7

Sooth First Street

P- 2

3 o
3
TJ

owO
O

3

40 J, 403 North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

BROWNS
VS. BA- M'INTOSH
RELAS. ADMISSION
25c, GRAND
STAND FREE.

S. T. VANN, 0.

IF YOU WANT TO ENJOY A
GOOD SUNDAY DINNER, PATRON- FIFTY-CENZE THE REGULAR
SUNDAY
DINNER AT ZEIGER'S
RESTAURANT TOMORROW.
T

D.

FIRST ESTABLISHED
OPTICIAN IN

Eye Sight

NEW

MEXICO.

Specialist

IF YOU NEED A CARPENTER
TELEPHONE C. E. MAPLES, BLACK

xtwM'

157.

('lasses fitted for relief of poor
nervous
vision, headache
and
Appointments
strain.
made at
Yann's drug store.

WANTED, STORAGE.
Your heating stoves stored for the
J. W. MASTERS,
sumimr.
118 Gold Avenue.
o
Big chicken, dinner at the Columbus ho: el tomorrow, 25 cents.
VS.
M'INTOSH
BROWNS
25c, GRAND
ADMISSION
STAND FREE.

M

Successors to E. J. POST

H

o
l'.ig i ' rl.cn (liiiiur at the Columbus In;, tomorrow, 25 cents.

NEW

& COMPANY

and Retail

REFRIGERATORS

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings, H
for t ::,.
Wo nro making window screens all H

r-

--

(&S

J

GARDEN TOOLS

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS

SPADEs7SHOVELS

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

rakIs
garden"arrows

ALBUQUERQUE,

j

j

M

H
M

215 West Railroad Avenue

M
YOl
THE
TAKIN- GFOR
FREE LLNCH AT THE WHITE EL- H
EPHANT,
M

M

RUBBER HOSE

M

M
for J1.25.
We i:rik, the regular shop made
screen doors that have always cost, M
herctofor... $2.00 to $2.25, for ll.Hii.
M
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.
H
BA iE PALL SUNDAY, TRACTION M
PARK; :)C, GRAND STAND FREE.

M

M

FREEZERS

s.

H

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

ICE CREAM

M

M

Wholesale

and Retail

H

busl-- !

MEXICO

OPTICAL BOARD.

Wholesale

H

& CO.

PRESIDENT OF

)

IVIclMTQSH HARDWARE GOflPAfc3Y

H

PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
KeiiH nn.cr, Kureka Is the only lime
sold hi r, that will not pop, crack or
blister in tho wall.
See that it is
epei iii.rj n yOUr contract.

'.fn want aJ will get the

t

-

HOSE, FLORAL SETS
LAWN MOWERS, REFRIGERATORS, ICE
CREAM FREEZERS,
BUILDERS' HARDWARE, PLUMBERS
AND TINNERS, ETC.

Q ou

Wednesday, May 2, at 1:30 p. m.
corner of Third street and Hazeldine
avenue, at the home of Mrs. W. M.
McClellan, I will sell the entire fur
nishings of her home. Goods consist
In part of cook stove, gasoline range,
tw.i kitchen tables, utensils,
dishes,
side board, oak dining table and
chairs, pictures, two walnut bed room
suit s, parlor furniture, chairs, rock
ers, center tables, combination writ
ing dok and look case, four carpets,
two heating stoves, lounge, etc. See
goods Tuesday, before the sale. Street
ears take you to the door.
H. S. KNIGHT,
Auctioneer.

Try one

THE

See Our Windows

MORE'.

AUCTION

uess

30

Simon Stern

iiii'iiiiiiiiiii

Wherever voir ahf vnu will find the
piano store that represents dicker
ing & Sons to be the best place to
look for pianos of less expensive
r
graae.
Tho nnma Plitnlrprtntr ta tn itsptf
almost a guarantee of that store's
methods. You may safely depend upon
its advice as to tne otner manes ii
handles. In New Mexico the dick
ering Is represented solely by
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.

A CI

SUITS

Whitney Company

TO ENJOY A
WANT
IF YOU
GOOD SUNDAY DINNER, PATRON
FIFTY-CENIZE THE REGULAR
DINNER
AT ZEIGER'S
SUNDAY
RESTAURANT TOMORROW.

trlm-mlnt'-

Oc C n
oOiOU

M.

hand-painte-

mortisi together, and as strong as
a dooi. for 7 cents a square foot. A
screen ,!o, r,
or
that
will i.ip'.hn! any door shipped in here
from t!,. r),st together with

and 8 inches wider.

A.

Our past Muslin Underwear sales have been successes, but this s to be a greater one.
sale in- eludes only goods of the best qualities every piece new and clean; every piWe as perffet as theThis
most skill- -- .. ...
B
"
iiuuicu BuuoLammi irooi mai um sale is a stroke for economy. We
give fine
d
china as premiums.
Thursday, April 26, is the beginning.

a

HAHN

AND NO MER-

L,

S15 to

EXCHANGED

OUR APRIL

employes

THE CHICKERINU

THE

K

H. S.

REGULAR
35 CENTS DINNER,
EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT
ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT, FROM 12
NOON TO 2 P. M.

located
pamphlet
entitle, "Prevention of Tulierculosis
Anion
Ortvernmott Employes," and
they are these days putting in s:me
time reading over very carefully the
executive order and also the rules
and regulations laid down by the govthe "white
Vrevent
ernment to
plague among Uncle Sam's employes.
One section of the pamphlet treats on
the "nature of the disease," another
"danger of sputum;"
third, "conditions favoring spread of tuberculosis;"
fourth, "consumption Is ourable;"and
then follows "home advice for consumptives," and "regulations to prevent the spread of tuberculosis In
government buildings, offices
and
work shops," and then "penalty for
The
of
rules."
pamphlet is a valuable one, and
should 1e carefuHy read by government employes.

FIND

LIKE

Transactions
Guaranteed,

ROSENFIELD'S,

ON CONSUMPTION

this city, tiavo received

TOU

Association OffJc.

FOR GOVERNMENT EMPLOYES
All

ALL-WOO-

BOUGHT. SOLD

AND

AS

CERIZED COTTON
FRAUD
UNDER THAT LABEL.

PREMISES

Subscribe for The Citizen and get
have them with light or heavy soles, the news.
high Cuban or low leather heels, in
white or gray, for men, women and
children. Prices range from 95c to
$2.2"). C. May's shoe store, 314 West
Railroad avene.

g

LUMBER,

ON

TICKETS

followed.

In

JUST

CRITICAL,

WORST
IX TOWN
WILL SAY THEY'RE RIGHT.

Tested.
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PAMPHLET

BR

CIX)THES;

CLOTHES-CRAN-

Eyes

Adjusted.

Canvas Oxfords are very fashionawho were in the
this season and they are unsur'Frisco disaster, and who are now en ble
passed In daintiness and comfort. We
route east.

When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

MAY

YOUR CLOTHES,
WE'LL SUIT YOU.
WB CAN DO IT WITH HART
SCHAFFNER & MARX

1S Gold Avenue

Glasses

his three brothers,

JAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.

YOU

PARTICULAR,
"FUSSY,"
AS

Bebber Optical Co.

V

,

FLO HI ST

THt

AHOUT

1

1906.

Clothes Critic?

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE
Auto. Phone 118.

119

APRIL 28,

Are You a

Is the time to plant
Dahlias, Tuberoses, Cannas, Glad-Ionand Pansies.
We have a fine lot of Bulbs and
Plants,

ITi.l t11n.A

No. 811:10 p. m.
No. 4 On time.
No. 1 (In time.
No. " On time.
No. 0 At 12:15 r. in.

your-

SPRING

MOCKINGLY ASSAIL A REFORMED
IN
WOMAN
PUBLIC CAFE, AS
THEY DRINK AND FEAST.

trains:

EXSBESEDDtSSH

SATURDAY,

THIRD STREET DENIZENS
IN DISGRACEFUL SCENE

LOCAL AND

ARRIVAL

CITIZEN.

EVENING
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